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Using a Knowledge Organiser well
What is a Knowledge Organiser?
A Knowledge Organiser is a document that sets out the key
information you need to understand, learn and memorise in each of
the subjects you study this term.

Why do I have to carry my Knowledge Organiser around with me?
Your teachers will want you to use your Knowledge Organisers in
lessons. They are yours forever and you may want to annotate or
highlight on them when your teacher talks about things in them. They
will certainly be used in lessons when you have a cover teacher and
you can use them whenever you find yourself with some spare time.

How should I use my Knowledge Organiser?
You should use your Knowledge Organiser to learn this key
information and commit it to memory. Your teachers will often quiz
you on the information on the Knowledge Organiser in your lessons.
The best way of using it is to use the look, cover, write, check method
which you will have been introduced to in your Knowledge Organiser
launch assemblies.

What do I do with my Knowledge Organiser at the end of the term?
You don’t have to carry your Knowledge Organiser around with you
anymore but you should keep it somewhere safe where you can easily
get it out and use it. Remember that the information on the
Knowledge Organiser includes things you will need to remember for
your GCSE exams, so your teachers will continue to quiz you on it.

Why is a Knowledge Organiser important?
New GCSE specifications mean that students have to memorise more facts, equations, quotations and information than ever before and there
are things you will learn right from the start of year 7 that you will need to know in year 11 when you sit your GCSE exams – the Knowledge
Organiser helps you to identify the things that you need to try and commit to your long term memory and return to over and over again during
your time at secondary school. There are also things that we think it is important you learn about and remember that might not be in a GCSE
exam but represent useful knowledge for life.

Being Trafalgar
At the end of your time at the school your knowledge organisers will provide you with lots
of help and support when your prepare for your GCSE exams.

To help yourself you should:
• Keep your Knowledge Organisers as tidy as possible
• Highlight parts of them as you go through learning lessons or add in post-it notes etc.
to help you learn key knowledge
• Keep your used Knowledge Organisers safe at home. If you have used them since Year
7 you will end up at the end of Year 11 with 14 Knowledge Organisers. Line them up
on your shelf at home and keep coming back to them for your revision, homework and
learning

• Show them to your parents and talk through with them the facts and knowledge you
have learned about in lessons – help them to learn new things too!
• Take your Knowledge Organiser for the term you are in to school every day and use it
in every lesson you can!

Language Methods to Practise in your Fortnightly Writing Challenge
alliteration:
anecdote:

You’ll never put a better bit of butter on your knife
Talking to his children about the dangers of running in the house, a dad might include an
anecdote about falling in his home as a boy and breaking his arm.

chiasmus:

‘Let us never negotiate out of fear, but let us never fear to negotiate.’

emotive language:

Think about the poor, defenceless animals that suffer due to our rubbish!

experts:

'Group chat can often be a source of upset,' warned psychologist Dr Linda Pappadopolis.

extended
metaphor:

The Road Not Taken, by Robert Frost, is one of the most famous examples of extended metaphor;
in the poem, he compares life’s journey to a forest path.

foreshadowing:

The witches in Macbeth are used to foreshadow that Macbeth is not innocent: ‘Fair is foul and foul is fair’,
a line he echoes in his first appearance when he says ‘so foul and fair a day I have not seen’.

imperative verbs:

Chill out! Do as I say! Don’t eat the daisies! Please be quiet! Be quiet!

metaphor:

‘The sun in the west was a drop of burning gold that slid near and nearer the sill of the world.’

modal verb:

You must be home by midnight. You could be tired if you’re any later. E.g. mustn't, can, might, shouldn’t, may, will etc.

pathetic fallacy:

In Macbeth, the night the King is murdered ‘has been unruly ... in th' air, strange screams of death ....
Some say the Earth was feverous and did shake.’

sensory
description:

Wind swirled around the beach house, whistling loudly. He felt the snowflakes melting
on his skin, their liquid trickling down his neck, cold, wet, seeping into his clothes.

simile:

Without warning, Lionel gave one of his tight little sneezes: it sounded like a bullet fired through a silencer.

statistics:

You only have a 20% chance of surviving a 60mph crash if you don’t wear a seatbelt!

superlative:

This is the worst day of my life but at least we’re in the finest café in London.

onomatopoeia:

The dog knocked over the vase with a crash!

personification:

Dancing on the water, the sun shone endlessly.

repetition:

‘As my grandfather went, arm over arm, his heart making sour little shudders against his ribs, he kept listening for a
sound, the sound of the tiger, the sound of anything but his own feet and lungs.’

Fix it by re-joining the fragment to
the sentence: Unfortunately, I don't
think I'm going to get a good grade
because I didn't study.
In the holiday, I went to Paris it is
the most beautiful place I have ever
Fuse
visited.
Fix it by using a full stop (never a
comma), coordinating conjunction
(for, and, but, or, yet, so), or
subordinating conjunction (as,
because, so that, before, after, until,
since, when, although, etc.), or
semi-colon to join the two
sentences:
In the holiday, I went to Paris as it is
the most beautiful place I have ever
visited.
Heavy rain fell throughout the night,
by morning every major road was
flooded.
Fix it in the same way you would fix
a fuse: Heavy rain fell throughout
the night; by morning every major
road was flooded.

Writing Challenge Year 9

That’s one small step for man, but a giant leap for mankind.

Unfortunately, I don't think I'm
going to get a good grade. Because I
didn't study.

Fortnightly

antithesis:

When writing , don’t fragment:
fuse or splice your sentences:

Use fronted adverbials:

Use a range of sentence structures:

Use a tricolon (tripartite list):

Rather slowly, (manner)
During the night, (time/temporal)
Every minute or two, (frequency)
At the end of the corridor, (spatial)

The spotted green frog jumped
into the pond.
(simple)

‘I stand here today humbled by the
task before us, grateful for the trust
you have bestowed, mindful of the
sacrifices borne by our ancestors.’

Just beyond the stairwell on his left,
he opened the door.
Use a two and then three word
sentence:
It hurt. I was dying!
Snow fell. Flakes floated precariously.

Use anaphora:
Now is the time for action. Now is the
time to take up arms. Now is the time
to fight for your country.

Use epiphora (epistrophe)

I can’t believe I was robbed.
Everything is gone. My television and
electronics are gone. The money I left
on my nightstand is gone.

The spotted green frog jumped into the
pond and he splashed water on me.
(compound – coordinating
conjunction: for, and, nor, but,
or, yet, so)
The spotted green frog jumped into the
pond when the hawk flew overhead.
(complex – subordinating conjunction:
if, although, as, before, because,
when, after, since, until, so that, while
etc.)

Snap! Crackle! Pop! (Rice Krispies slogan)
Use a conditional sentence:
When people smoke cigarettes, their
health suffers.
If I had cleaned the house, I could
have gone to the cinema.

Use different sentence types:
The wind is blowing. (declarative)
Put your pen down. (imperative)
Who do you trust most in the world?
(interrogative)
Pollution is killing us! (exclamation)
Use discourse markers to begin
paragraphs and start/link some
sentences:
First of all, To begin with, Firstly,

Therefore, Consequently, Hence, As a
result,

When the hawk flew overhead, the
spotted green frog jumped
into the pond.
(subordinate/dependent clause start)

Use paired adjectives to describe a
noun:

The frog, which had been lurking
underwater, jumped on the lily pad.
(embedded clause)

Luckily, it isn’t a wild, dangerous one.

Use a past participle - ‘ed’ start:
Glazed with barbecue sauce, the rack
of ribs lay nestled next to a pile
of sweet coleslaw.

Use anadiplosis (yoked sentence):

On the whole, Interestingly, Basically,
In short, Broadly speaking,

Building the new motorway would be
disastrous, disastrous because many
houses would need to be destroyed.

Alternatively, Conversely, Similarly,
On the other hand, Despite this,
Likewise, However,

‘Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to
hate. Hate leads to suffering.’
Yoda, Star Wars.

To conclude, Finally, In conclusion,
Eventually, In the end,

Use a present participle - ‘ing’ start:
Whistling to himself, he walked down
the road.

Take a look at this bright red spider.

Furthermore, In addition, Additionally,
Moreover,
Meanwhile, Later that day, Seconds
later, Subsequently, That afternoon,

Full stops are used to:
1) mark the end of a sentence.
Carefully, he kicked the ball into the goal.
2) show when a word has been
abbreviated.
Saint Peter’s Road is on the High Street.
 St. Peter’s Road is on the High Street.

Commas are used to separate:
1) items in a list .
Bert, Ernie and Elmo are my three pet rats.
2) dependent clauses and phrases.
While I was in the bath, the cat scratched
at the door. That meant, because I was on
my own in the house, I had to get out to let
him in. Thankfully, I had a towel handy!

Quotation marks show exact words that
are spoken or written by someone.
‘Don’t be late!’ shouted Mrs Smith.
‘I will be,’ Molly said, and added, ‘so don't
expect me before 11.’

Question marks are used at the end of
direct questions instead of a full stop.
What is your favourite food?
How do you feel today?
An indirect question ends with a full stop,
rather than a question mark:
I’d like to know what you’ve been doing all
this time. I wonder what happened.

Mrs Smith replied, ‘What time?’

Exclamation marks express strong
emotions: forcefulness, commands, anger,
excitement, surprise etc.
Don’t buy that car! Stop telling me what to
do! I’m free! You’re late! She actually won!
They’re also used for most interjections:
'Hi! What's new?‘ 'Ouch! That hurt.‘
'Oh! When are you going?‘

Semi-colons are used to separate two
sentences that are closely related:
Semi-colons are used to separate two
It was winter; the snow was falling heavily.
sentences that are closely related:
They
also be
towas
separate
items in
It wascan
winter;
theused
snow
falling
aheavily.
list made of longer phrases. I have been
to Newcastle, Carlisle, and York in the
North; Bristol, Exeter, and Portsmouth in
the South; and Cromer, Norwich, and
Lincoln in the East.

Colons are used to:
1) begin a list.
I have three pet rats: Bert, Ernie and Elmo.
2) indicate that what follows it is an
explanation or elaboration of what
precedes it.
Unfortunately, the weather forecast was
wrong: it rained all day!

Dashes are used for parenthesis: a word or
phrase inserted as an explanation or
afterthought into a passage which is
grammatically complete without it. E.g.
Last year, they roasted the winning brisket
— the size of a pillow — in a mighty clay
oven. Paul felt hungry – more hungry than
he’d ever been.

Brackets are used in pairs for parenthesis:
a word or phrase inserted as an
explanation or afterthought into a passage
which is grammatically complete without
it. E.g.
Andrew Jacklin (last year's losing finalist) is
expected to win this heat.
Tigers are carnivores (meat eaters)!

Ellipsis is used to:
1) show a pause or hesitation in
someone’s speech or thought.
I don't know … I'm not sure.
2) build tension or show that something is
unfinished.
Looking up, Paul couldn’t believe
what he saw …

An apostrophe is used to show:
1) omission - where a letter or letters has
been missed out.
does not  doesn’t
I am I’m
2) possession – when some thing/one
owns something. Thankfully, they played
Susan’s game. Interestingly, David’s house
has no garden, but Susan’s house does.

Writing
Forms

Dystopian Narrative: The Machine Stops by E.M. Forster

Writing
Forms

Above her, beneath her, and around her, the Machine hummed eternally; she did not notice the
noise, for she had been born with it in her ears. The earth, carrying her, hummed as it sped
through silence, turning her now to the invisible sun, now to the invisible stars. She awoke and
made the room light.
“Kuno!”
“I will not talk to you,” he answered, “until you visit me.”
“Have you been on the surface of the earth since we spoke last?”
His image faded.
Again she consulted the book. She became very nervous and lay back in her chair palpitating.
She directed the chair to the wall, and pressed an unfamiliar button. The wall swung apart slowly.
Through the opening she saw a tunnel that curved slightly, so that its goal was not visible.
Should she go to see her son, this would be the beginning of the journey.
Of course she knew all about the communication-system. There was nothing mysterious in it.
She would summon a car and it would fly with her down the tunnel until it reached the lift that
communicated with the air-ship station: the system had been in use for many, many years, long
before the universal establishment of the Machine. Those funny old days, when men went for
change of air instead of changing the air in their rooms! And yet — she was frightened of the
tunnel: she had not seen it since her last child was born.

Intro: My address right hand side, +
date, school address left,
Dear Mr Curtis
Should we consider discontinuing
wearing a school uniform, you’ve
asked? Quite simply, yes! Within this
letter, you will find several arguments
setting out precisely why we should
make this change.

Conclusion:
To conclude,
repeat RQ,
Yes.
Yours
Sincerely
Counter: oldfashioned tradition,
so easier to continue
Argument: other
traditions - burnt
witches, slept on
straw, walked
barefoot – now
discontinued so …
Reasons to:
anecdote, use
experts

P3

Freytag’s Pyramid/
the Story Mountain is the best
for planning narratives
(stories).

P1

Form: Letter
Audience:
Headmaster
Purpose:
Argue change
uniform

P2

Counter: all look same
so no
prejudice/bullying over
clothes,
Argument: no
individualism, learning
who we are
Reasons to: RQ
+triple
Isn’t part of our
learning at school
about learning how to
dress appropriately,
learning who we are,
learning how to judge
people on what is
inside, not what wear?

Counter: cost cheaper as not designer or from shops
making huge profit
Argument: cost of blazers, trousers and skirts from
school uni shop expensive as no competition, own
clothes mix ‘n’ match so fewer outfits needed, wear
weekends so more use,
Reasons to: emotive language: force poorer families to
go without, statistics

Mind maps/spider diagrams, allow you to jot down content ideas in no
particular order and then decide on the best order to write them up in – so
they’re ideal for non-fiction writing. Each leg = a paragraph

Personify train - a
victim moving along
railway line, past
houses, towards
destination metaphor: caterpillar
train sways and pitches
precariously along the
track to its daily
destination. Snatching
bites, the sea salt nips
at its metal skin as
passes, gnawing at it,
killing it. Rattles. Will it
survive?

houses , like soldiers standing
to attention - defending their
inhabitants. Diff pastel colours
of a seaside town: prawn
pink, salmon peach, oyster
grey, seaweed green …

canopy of sky above threatening Adjectives for
mood: grey sky, stuffed clouds full of cold, sharp
rain, Verb: beating down, attacking!
waves engulfing and
devouring the sea side town noisy and disruptive,
onomatopoeia: Crash! whip,
smash personify so violent/
threatening movement.

zoom in - one carriage
window. Windows hit
l
by spray that’s ‘like a
tame cat turned
savage’. Passenger
pitched side-to-side;
Plan describing pictures by boxing/framing parts of the image to help bubbling sickness,
you to focus description on specific areas, zooming in on minute
rising bile from
detail, and out again to another area. Each boxed area = a paragraph. stomach!
Intro: Here you will find everything you need to know about buying a
goldfish. Follow this advice to …
First of all, research the fishes needs and best fish breeds …

The Grid Plan is good for making sure you include lots of different
methods, or to compare two/more things side-by-side. Each
row/column = a paragraph.
Paragraph content/
topic
1: waves engulfing and
devouring the sea side
town - noisy and
disruptive, movement
2: train victim moving
across railway line past
houses towards
destination

Fail to Plan
Plan to Fail!
3: zoom in on one
carriage window, motion
sick

4: houses

Next, decide where to put … bedroom could be best habitat
for your fish because … However, it might be better to …
After this, it’s back to the research. Make a list of … Don’t ….
Do …

Linear flow and vertical charts are useful for planning writing that has
to follow a step-by-step process. Each section/shape = a paragraph.

5: canopy of sky above
threatening

Language method/vocab
onomatopoeia crash, whip,
smash
personify so violent/threatening

personify - victim, alliteration,
metaphor: A caterpillar, the train
sways and pitches precariously
along the track to its daily
destination. Snatching bites, the
sea salt nips at its metal skin as it
passes, eating away at it, killing it.
Rattles. Will it survive?
Windows hit by spray that ‘like a
tamed ca’ has ‘turned savage’
today. Passenger pitched side-toside; bubbling sickness rising bile
from stomach!
Like soldiers standing to attention
they are defending their
inhabitants. Diff pastel colours of a
seaside town: prawn pink, salmon
peach, oyster grey, seaweed
green, cracking paintwork
Adjectives for mood: grey sky,
stuffed clouds full of cold, sharp
rain,
Verb: beating down, attacking,

Sent
structures
‘ing’ start verbs
(pres part)

Punc
!;

Chain/ tricolon
Question

?--

Anadiplosis
(yoked)

‘ ’;!

Fronted spatial
adverbials

( ):

Two then three
word sentences

…;

Key Language/Structural methods

Writing Purposes
Inform: tell the reader
what they want/need to
know.

 Use interesting facts details;
 use brackets to explain technical
terms.


Explain: tell the reader
how and why.



Describe: help the
reader to picture it and
imagine the experience.



Narrate: tell the reader
a tale that will have
them hanging on your
every word.



Persuade: try to get the
reader to do as you
ask/agree with you.
Argue: present two
sides, but ensure your
side appears strongest
so reader agrees with
you.

Advise: help warn and
guide reader, but
reassure with carefully
considered advice.











Chocolate Model!
Interestingly, chocolate is actually made from the seeds
of a cacao tree. After fermentation, the beans are dried, cleaned, and
roasted. The shell is then removed to produce cacao nibs (unadulterated
chocolate in rough form).

Use connectives: ‘as a result’,
‘because’, ‘so that’, when;
use sequence discourse markers:
Eventually, Another, Furthermore.

Often, when in need of comfort or reassurance, or in stressful situations,
people crave chocolate. Primarily, this is because dopamine is released into
your brain when you eat chocolate, and as a result it can lower levels of
anxiety …

Use similes, metaphors,
personification, interesting
adjectives/verbs, sensory
description.

Enticingly, the dome of dark chocolate, flecked sporadically with lime
slivers, remained encased in its fluted carapace. Around the outside of it
cleaved the diminutive remains of its neighbour: a praline long ago eaten!
Velvety smooth, this solitary bead of ganache glistened, revelling in its
escape, yet mourning its rejection.

Use the mountain/
pyramid structure;
use some description;
use a few lines of direct speech.
Use APE FOR REST: anecdote,
personal pronouns, emotive
language, fact, opinion, rhetorical
questions, repetition, experts,
statistics, triples.
Use sequence discourse markers;
use ‘Some believe ..’, ‘However,
most people would agree that’;
use APE FOR REST (above).
Use imperative verbs (stop, do,
don’t, wait etc.), and modal verbs
(if, could, might, should).
use second person (you, your).

Suddenly, she was aware she had arrived at her destination! On the door in
front of her, a scarlet square of shiny plastic printed with the words
‘Chocolate Laboratory’ stood out on splintering wood. Why she was
standing on this doorstep, though, and what, or who, had led her here in
the first place?
One of the world’s greatest comfort foods, Chocolate, is the unrivalled ‘goto’ when life takes a bad turn, an easy gift to thrill just about everyone, and
a tasty treat that will uplift even the most melancholy of moods.

First of all, some believe that as chocolate is high in calories, it is bad for you.
However, scientific experts have proven that chocolate, as it contains high
levels of antioxidants, could lower cholesterol levels, improve mood and
prevent memory decline!
Most importantly, if you are feeling bored and craving chocolate, don’t give
in to your yearning. Instead, you could go for a walk, run errands, call a friend
or read a book. If you can take your mind off food for a short time, the
craving may pass.

amateur

miniature

basically

noticeable

beginning

occurred

blasphemy

official

changeable

possession

collectible

preferable

colloquial

receive

definite(ly)

relevant

environment

success

exceed

twelfth

government

propaganda

grateful

publicly

immediate

success

judgement

ultimate

library

unfortunately

LANGUAGE FEATURES

READING LITERARY FICTION TEXTS
KEY THINGS TO CONSIDER ABOUT THE SOURCE TEXT YOU ARE GIVEN…
Genre: What type of story is it? Is it horror? Romance? A mystery? What makes you recognise it as that genre? Which conventions does the story
include that make it fit into that genre? Why has the writer chosen this genre?
Reader: How is a reader supposed to respond to this text? Are they meant to be scared? Happy? Confused? How does the writer achieve this?
What would you say was the writer’s intention?
Atmosphere: What type of mood or tone does the writer create in their story? How do they achieve it?
Characters: Which characters are named? What are they called? Which characters are not named? Why might this be? Why might their names
by important?
Description of character: How are the characters described? What does this information reveal to us about them?
Dialogue: Do characters speak to each other? Why? Why do they talk about? What does this tell us about character, theme or plot? What do
characters say about each other? How might this influence a reader?
Archetypes: What types of characters do we have in this story? Villains? Heroes? Antiheroes? Comedic characters?
Description of setting: How is the setting described? Why is this important? Is the setting as important as character?

Pronouns
Direct speech
Terms of address
Noun phrase
Subordinate/ main
cause
Narrative voice
Simple/compound/co
mplex sentences
Accent /Dialect

PACE AND TONE – HOW SENTENCES HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE READER…

Utterances

• Sometimes students can feel a little confused when asked to consider ‘sentence forms’, but there is an easier way to
look at them. Every writer wants to establish a pace and a tone to their writing. Pace is how fast or slow a text is meant
to be read, and tone is the kind of sound or mood you want to give to a piece of writing.
• If you use lots of short sentences together it can build tension, but it can also speed up a text as a reader becomes more
desperate to find out what happens as tension builds. Alternatively short sentences can make a reader stop and reflect
on specific ideas.
• Longer, more complex sentence forms can be used to aid description or to help a reader build up an understanding of
setting or character.
• So whenever you read a text, think about what kind of tone and pace is created and how the writer uses sentences to
achieve that effect on the reader.

Ellipsis

KNOW YOUR BASICS!
Noun/verb/adverb/adjective/simile/metaphor/question
/alliteration/ onomatopoeia/5

1st/3rd person

Hyperbole
Imperatives
Exclamations
Make sure you learn these
key terms and understand
what they mean

STRETCH YOURSELF! Look at the bigger picture – not just
individual quotes/ Consider genre and form/narrative
voice/use terms: implies/ illustrates

READING LITERARY FICTION TEXTS
How does the
writer use
LANGUAGE
to…..?
To answer: Read
and highlight key
words in the
question

‘Analysis of
Language’ means
you must write
about
SYMBOLISM
Pick your
quotations first
then consider
devices

CONTRAST is the number 1/most important language
technique – it is always in all good writing/extracts –
so always look for & comment on it – e.g. Light/dark;
small/big; 1 person/crowds of people; day/night; etc…
There are 10 key terms to learn for writing about
language:
Imagery = Simile, metaphor, personification, &
alliteration
Nouns, verbs, adverbs & adjectives
Motif – repeated images or patterns – often colours or
ideas – freedom/flight/light

LANGUAGE FEATURES … YOU SIMPLY NEED TO LEARN THESE!

IMAGERY

Imagery is language used by writers to create images in the
mind of the reader. Imagery includes figurative and
metaphorical language to improve the reader's experience &
understanding through their senses. E.g. simile, metaphor,
personification & alliteration

SIMILE

Similes help readers to picture a particular object, person or
place by comparing something they don’t know to
something they do. They can also be used for exaggeration.

METAPHOR

Metaphors help readers to picture a particular object or
place by transforming them into something they
understand better. They can also be used for exaggeration.

PERSONIFICATION

And use the phrase ‘perhaps…’ (allows you to
speculate & offer alternative ideas)
And also the phrases: ‘the effect of this is…’ & ‘the
effect of the motif is…’ (don’t be afraid of sounding
repetitive, the marks here are for your comments on
the ‘effect’ of language…not for style!)
And there will usually be at least one complex
sentence used as a list – try to find this and refer to it
– this will be the only comment on sentence forms
you need to make.

Top tip: Pick out individual words afterwards and discuss their effect
(not meaning). When you pick out a word/device underline it – so
the examiner knows you know which word is the ‘verb’ etc. Track
through the extract from start to finish.

ALLITERATION

NOUNS AND VERBS

ADJECTIVES AND
ADVERBS

MOTIF

Personification gives inanimate objects a sense of life or
human characteristics

Alliteration creates a memorable sound in the readers’ head
that means they notice that particular line more or they can
remember it quite well. This means it can be used to
emphasise a particular point, idea or feeling.
Nouns are people, places or objects. Verbs are actions or
‘doing words’.
Both can be used carefully to evoke or give off certain
emotions or feelings.

Adjectives are words that describe nouns.
Adverbs are words that describe verbs.
These are both used to add to descriptions and help build
specific images or feelings in the readers’ heads.
A motif is a symbolic image or idea that appears repeatedly
in a piece of writing. Motifs can be symbols, sounds, actions,
ideas, or words. Motifs are used to give subtle clues or
reminders about a theme present throughout the writing.

These
are
used
to
have
the
same
effects
in all
writing

READING LITERARY FICTION TEXTS
How far do you agree with a
statement about the text?
To answer: Read and highlight key
words in the question
Two stages: recognising how the
writer tries to achieve effects and
deciding how effectively this has
been done.

How has the writer STRUCTURED the
text to…?
To answer: Read and highlight key
words in the question

At the end, write a 3 line summary
of what you’ve said about structure

NOT LANGUAGE
…JUST STRUCTURE

The best answers mostly agree with the statement
“I agree with … except when …”
CONTRAST – how does the writer use this? (it will always be there)
Narrative voice – Who is talking? 1st 2nd/3rd person - Why this person/viewpoint?
Use this phrase to frame your answer: The writer uses …
Then add: … the word/phrase/personification/metaphor/simile/alliteration…
Then add: … a quotation
Then add: … this method shows that/suggests/implies …
End by evaluating: although/however/but …
Then: repeat until you run out of time (literally repeat the above frame)

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE
SOME HIGHLIGHTERS!

USE A DIFFERENT
COLOUR TO
HIGHLIGHT THE
INFORMATION FOR
STRUCTURE
DIFFERENT
Narrative
QUESTIONS

The 5Cs of structure [+ HOW & WHY]
Construction – how has the writer ‘built’ the text? Is it simply chronological or more complex –
flashbacks, single/multiple narratives, repetition, patterns, motifs…
Contrast = again, no.1 structural technique…it will always be there so learn what to say about it!
Light/dark; small/big; 1 person/crowds of people; day/night; etc…
Camera / Cinema – imagine this is a film - where are we positioned? What do we see?
Circular = means we start & end in a similar place but something has changed – what?
Changes = paragraphs! Look at each para – how has it changed? why has it changed? [TiPToP]
Summary statement = one sentence overview of how the structure changes across the text
Always write about the ending
Check you’ve commented on each change of focus/perspective/paragraph
Consider coherence, (connections and links across paragraphs, links within paragraphs, topic
sentences.)

perspective/voice
Flash-forward/
Flash-back

Dialogue
Topic sentence
Discourse markers
Ellipsis
Foreshadowing
Focus/Narrowing
Contrast/
juxtaposition

Top Tip: Comment on the writer’s techniques like a film maker using phrases like: focusing, zooming, narrowing, widening, introducing,
developing, changing focus, concluding, foreshadowing, contrasting. E.G. ‘We start to see things through the father’s eyes as if we are searching
with him’ or ‘We zoom-in to a close-up focus as if we are getting inside the father’s mind’

READING LITERARY NON-FICTION TEXTS
BEFORE YOU BEGIN READING, ALWAYS READ THE SUMMARY INFORMATION ABOUT THE TEXT
You are trying to show you can identify the techniques the writer has used and the effect these have on
the reader. HOW the writer has constructed the text. WHAT you think their intention was and WHY.
How does the
writer use
LANGUAGE to…
(in a single text)

writing a lot
about a little
T E E

HOW TO DO THIS:
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE SOME HIGHLIGHTERS!
Read the text first
Highlight key words in the question – what specific focus are you being asked to identify?
Read the text again and highlight any techniques you find – these can be words or sentences
Start your answer with an overview sentence that includes the technique you have spotted,
E.g. “The writer uses personification …”
Then add evidence = a short quotation,
followed by the specific effect of the technique (how does it guide/influence the reader?)
Don’t just do this once - identify as many TEEs [techniques/evidence/effect] as you can
identify or write about in the time you have
Write a lot about a little - e.g. “The writer uses personification in the phrase, ‘Death stood at
my bedside,’ to create an intense feeling of fear for the reader, suggesting the writer felt death
was imminent; it was a threatening being, about to take his life.”

TECHNIQUE: personification

EVIDENCE: quotation shows use of
personification– Death is standing
EFFECT: explain why the writer uses
this technique + how it works – Be
specific…DON’T just generally say
what the technique means

T
E
E

TECHNIQUE
EVIDENCE
EFFECT

Learn the following
techniques
Personification
Giving inanimate objects
human or lifelike qualities
Adjectives/adjectival phrases
Descriptions chosen to create
a bias or influence a viewpoint
Lexical Field
Words linked to a topic share
the same ‘lexical field’
Semantic Field

Example:
“The writer uses personification in the
phrase, ‘Death stood at my bedside,’ to
create an intense feeling of fear for the
reader, suggesting the writer felt death
was imminent; it was a threatening
being, about to take his life.”

Words with a similar meaning
share the same ‘semantic field’
Colloquialisms
Commonly used alternatives to
standard language
Tone/Register

This could be humorous,
formal, self-deprecating,
sceptical, sarcastic, ironic…

COMPARING LITERARY NON-FICTION TEXTS
BEFORE YOU BEGIN READING, ALWAYS READ THE SUMMARY INFORMATION ABOUT BOTH TEXTS – THEY
GIVE YOU CLUES.
THEN SUMMARISE EACH TEXT – what is the purpose, audience & form of each?
You are trying to show you can identify the techniques the writers have used
…and understand HOW they are different or similar.
ALWAYS CALL THE
WHAT have they both done?
WRITERS BY THEIR
WHAT have they done differently? WHY?
SURNAMES
WHICH do you think is the most effective? Think CONTRAST
Compare
DIFFERENCES in
LANGUAGE in two
texts
(how does each
writer
present/convey
their ideas or try to
convince/persuade
the reader?)

HOW TO DO THIS:
Read both texts
highlight key words in the question – what specific focus are you being asked to identify?
Start with an overview sentence stating the main difference in the language each writer has
used. E.g. The writer of Source A believes that…, whereas the writer of Source B is saying…
Then compare the differences in the writers’ viewpoints using short quotations and stating
specific effects. E.g. For example, “The writer of Source A uses expert opinion ... QUOTE ... to
demonstrate that … , however, the writer of Source B uses statistics ... QUOTE ... to back up
their argument. The effect on the audience is similar as both add weight to the arguments the
writers are putting forward and convince their audience of their standpoint.”
Go back and forth between the texts. Use comparison words or phrases = Likewise, Similarly,
In the same way…, Different to..., Unlike…, In contrast......., However…, etc.

Techniques identified
EFFECT: explains why the
writer uses these techniques
+ how they both have a
similar effect on the reader

“The writer of Source A uses expert opinion ... QUOTE ... to
demonstrate that … , however, the writer of Source B uses statistics ...
QUOTE ... to back up their argument. The effect on the audience is
similar as both add weight to the arguments the writers are putting
forward and convince their audience of their standpoint.”

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE
SOME HIGHLIGHTERS!
USE A DIFFERENT
COLOUR TO HIGHLIGHT
THE INFORMATION FOR
EACH QUESTION IN
SECTION A

APE FOR REST
ANECDOTE
PERSONAL
PRONOUNS
EMOTIVE
LANGUAGE
FACTS
OPINIONS

RHETORICAL
QUESTIONS
REPETITION
EXPERTS
STATISTICS
TRIPLETS

A good general
awareness of
the 19thC will
really help you
here - the most
common themes
include: Poverty,
education, class
& equality

SUMMARISING LITERARY NON-FICTION TEXTS
BEFORE YOU BEGIN READING, ALWAYS READ THE SUMMARY INFORMATION ABOUT BOTH TEXTS – THEY GIVE YOU CLUES.
THEN SUMMARISE EACH TEXT – what is the purpose, audience & form of each?...there may be some easy points to make here!
You are trying to show you understand WHAT each text is about and HOW they are different or similar.
The differences will usually be based on the writers’ attitudes towards the same topic – recognising tone will be very useful
START BY…listing what each text is about – and then highlight the differences between the two texts/writers’ attitudes
Then…put the differences in order of importance and use the biggest or most important difference first

Write a SUMMARY
of the DIFFERENCES
between Source A
and Source B
(focus will be on
the attitudes of the
writers towards a
subject)

 Read both texts
 highlight key words in the question and any useful clues from the info for each text – e.g. when it was written
 Always start with the following sentence: “There are similar attitudes about _______ in the two extracts but they have a different emphasis.”
This will fit any Q and you can learn it to get you started.
 Select a quotation from the older text first and explain what it shows by using “so” or “which suggests/implies”
 Link to the second text with a connective: e.g. while…whereas…in contrast…on the other hand…
 Say how it is different in the other extract…
 Quote from the other extract and explain what this shows using “so” or “which suggests/implies”
 Repeat these steps with each difference…or until you run out of time
 For top marks - try to find the less obvious differences or link up several under the same point
 E.g. “Firstly, the differences between Eddie and Henry are vast as Henry’s experience of school is much harsher than Eddie’s; we can see this when
Henry complains about not being able to write freely as Mr. Smith, ‘would flog me if he knew it.’ This is in contrast to…”

Broadsheet = formal/Local or tabloid =
informal
a strapline & subheadings
an introductory (overview) paragraph
fluently sequenced paragraphs.

Speech

the use of addresses & date
formal e.g. Dear Sir/Madam or a named
recipient
fluently sequenced paragraphs
appropriate sign off: Yours sincerely/faithfully.

clear address to an audience
fluently linked sections to indicate
sequence
rhetorical devices
a clear sign off e.g. ‘Thank you for
listening’.

Leaflet

Letter

E.g. “There are similar attitudes about school in the two
extracts but they have a different emphasis. The tone in
Source A is very negative ‘Mr. Smith…would flog me
if he knew it.’ which suggests that Henry’s experience
of school is very harsh. In contrast, in Source B,
Eddie’s experience of school is much more fair; we can
see this when Eddie says…Quotation…which implies
that schools have become nicer places since Source A
was written in 1895…”

Article

POSSIBLE LAYOUTS/TYPES OF TEXT/FORMATS

a clear/apt/original title
organisational devices –
subheadings/boxes
bullet points
fluently sequenced paragraphs.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Unseen Poetry

Title: Do not forget to look at the title –
sometimes this can be very important
but is often overlooked!
Structure: Identify how the poem has
been constructed – how many lines and
stanzas does it have? What is the rhyme
scheme? What is the rhythm?
Tone: Ask yourself what the poet might
be feeling, how they convey this and
how you know. Does the tone change
throughout the poem?
Imagery: Consider what images are
created in your mind. Do not just
consider the visual – think about the
other senses too!
Language: Identify any techniques and
words the poet has used, considering
why they have been used. Sometimes
the language used can give hints about
the speaker!
Speaker: Identify who might be
speaking. Does the speaker address the
reader directly?
Form: Identify the overall ‘shape’ of the
poem. Does the writer use the form to
create a particular meaning?

COMPARING POEMS
When comparing two poems, you need to make
sure you write about both texts.
You need to identify and analyse the similarities
and differences between the two texts.

Some Important Things to Include:

POETRY DEVICES – STRUCTURE
Chronological

In order of time

Caesura

A big break in the middle of a line

Enjambment

A sentence runs over more than one
line

Iambic
pentameter

5 sets of weak/strong beats in a line

Juxtaposition

Two opposites

Analysis of writer’s
methods with subject
terminology used
judiciously.

Exploration of effects of
writer’s methods on the
reader.

Layout

Position of lines/words on the page

Anaphora

Repeated first few words at start of
lines

Discourse markers to
highlight where you
are comparing.

The comparison takes
place throughout the
whole essay and avoids
looking at the poems
separately.

Oxymoron

Two opposite words next to each
other

Rhyme scheme

The organisation of the rhyme

Rhyming couplet

Two lines that rhyme next to each
other

Rhythm

The beat

Stanza/Verse

A paragraph in a poem

Volta

The turning point of a poem

Repetition

Something repeated

Comparative Discourse Markers








Similarly
Likewise
Also
Equally
In the same way
Additionally
Identically









On the other hand
However
Whereas
Conversely
In contrast
Although
Alternatively

POETRY DEVICES – LANGUAGE (continued)

POETRY DEVICES – LANGUAGE
Abstract

An idea rather than a real thing

Alliteration

Repeated first letter or sound

Antagonist

Evil main character

Assonance

Repeated vowel sound – soft sounds

Authentic

Seems genuine/truthful

Plosive

Alliteration using letters p/t/k/b/d/g. Harsh sounds.

Protagonist

Good main character

Question

Asks something – usually rhetorical question

Rhyme

Words that sound the same

Semantic field

Words that are about the same thing

Sibilance

A repeated s sound (hissing sound)

DO NOT MIX THESE
WORDS UP:

Simile

Poet/speaker/
narrator/persona/ writer/
character

Symbol/ symbolism

DO NOT FORGET TO LOOK
AT THE TITLE –
Something isSOMETIMES
described as being
like/asCAN
something
THIS
BE else to
describe it
VERY IMPORTANT BUT IS
Something thatOFTEN
represents
something else
OVERLOOKED!

Tone/Voice

Emotion

Cliché

Over-used phrase

Consonance

Repeated consonant sound

Concrete

A solid/real example

Colloquial language

Local/casual language

Emotive

Makes you feel emotional

Euphemism

Alternative words to make something nasty sound more
pleasant

Auto-biographical

About the poet

Extended metaphor

A series of metaphors all relating to each other

Ballad

Story poems– often 4 lines stanzas

Half rhyme

Nearly rhymes – indicates that something is not quite right

Blank verse

Verse with no rhyme – usually 10 syllables

Hyperbole

Exaggeration

Dramatic monologue

A character speaks to the reader

Imagery

Something used to describe something else

Internal rhyme

Rhyme that is on the same line

Epic

Tragic/heroic story poems

Irony

Sarcasm

Free verse

No regular rhyme/rhythm

Metaphor

Something is described as being something else

Lyrical

Emotional and beautiful

Mood

Atmosphere

Narrative

A story

Onomatopoeia

A verb sounds like what it does

Ode

Lyrical poem often addressed to one person

Personification

A non-human thing is given human qualities

Phonetic spelling

Written like it sounds

Sonnet

14 lines, ababcdcdefefgg, Often love poem

POETRY DEVICES – FORM

Year 9 Maths

Command Words in Maths questions
These words are the clue to what the examiner expects you to do.
Remember to always show your workings. You can get marks for it,
even if you get the final answer wrong.

Websites to help you with understanding and revision

HegartyMaths.com

CorbettMaths.com
Trafalgar Maths Site
Maths Genie
Maths Bot

Year 9 Maths Term 5 Pythagoras’ Theorem and Trigonometry

Pythagoras’ Theorem
Pythagoras’ Theorum states that
for right angled triangles,
the sum of the squares of the
two shorter sides is equal to
the square of the hypotenuse

Finding the hypotenuse

5a

c

x

b

12

a

C
Hegarty : 498

c2 = a2 + b2
x2 = 52 + 122
x2 = 25 + 144
x2 = 169
x = √169
x = 13

Pythagorean Triples are 3 integers that follow
the Pythagorean rule e.g.

3, 4, 5

5, 12, 13

7, 24, 25

and any multiples of these triples e.g.

6, 8, 10

15, 36, 39

a²+ b²= c2

B

Hegarty : 497 - 507

14, 120, 125

c
b

Finding a shorter side

9a

c

14

b

x

Remember to
give degree of
accuracy of
rounding and
UNITS of measure
when needed.

Hypotenuse is
ALWAYS the
longest side
(opposite the
right angle)

A
Hegarty : 499

Hegarty : 501 - 507

Problems Solving: Pythagoras in 3D

Find x
All lengths in cm
c2 = a2 + b2
Rearrange for shorter side
b2 = c2 - a2

x2 = 142 - 92
x2 = 196 -81
x2 = 115
x = √115
x = 10.72380….
x = 10.7 cm (3 sf)

4cm

y

x
y
13cm

Find the interim hypotenuse:
c2 =

a2+b2 →

y2 =

132+62

y2 = 169+36 = 205
Find the wanted hypotenuse:
c2 = a2+b2 → x2 = y2+42
x2 = 205+16 = 221
x = √221 = 14.866….
x = 14.9 cm (3sig fig)

6cm
No need to
find value
of y as it is
y2 that will
be used in
next
calculation!

Summary 3D Formula: d2 = a2+b2+c2

Hegarty : 508 - 515

Year 9 Maths Term 5/6 Basic Trigonometry (in right angled triangles)

Understanding Trigonometry

Trigonometry Notation

Trigonometry enables us to find missing
angles and sides in right angled triangles
because the ratios between different sides of
a right angled triangle will be the same for all
similar triangles (with the same angles).

For any right angled triangle ABC:
The HYPOTENUSE is ALWAYS the LONGEST SIDE
The other sides are named according to
where they are in relation to the angle
The OPPOSITE side is OPPOSITE the ANGLE known/wanted
The ADJACENT side is NEXT TO the ANGLE known/wanted

Pythagoras or Trigonometry?: Pythagoras only deals with sides; Trigonometry MUST INVOLVE AN ANGLE
A common way to remember the ratios is: “SOH CAH TOA”…. but make up your own mnemonic to remember the order of letters e.g. from
one former pupil: “sunny on holiday, cloudy at home, today only average!”

Sine Ratio

Sin δ = Opposite
Hypotenuse
𝑜

Finding angle  sin-1 (ℎ)

Tangent Ratio

Cosine Ratio
O
S

H

Cos δ = Adjacent
Hypotenuse
𝑎

Finding angle  cos-1 (ℎ)

Tan δ = Opposite
Adjacent

A
C

H

O

𝑜

T

Finding angle  tan-1(𝑎)

A

METHOD
STEP 1:

Label the sides you need or know (only 2 out of the 3!)
Remember to label according to the known/wanted angle

STEP 2:

Identify the trig ratio needed from the sides involved

STEP 3:

Draw out the required calculation triangle
Cross out the item you need to find

STEP 4:

Write down the required calculation – times or divide?

÷
x

CB = tan(56) x 2
= 2.965…
= 2.97cm s(3sf)

Angle n

7

= sin-1( )
10
= 44.427….
= 44⁰ (nr⁰)

Hegarty : 303 - 306

Year 9 Maths Term 5/6 - Trigonometric Graphs

Sine Graph

Minimum value -1 Maximum value +1
Lines of symmetry at 90⁰ and 270⁰
Pattern repeats every 360⁰ so within every
360⁰ there are 2 angles with same sine ratio
e.g. sin-1(½) = 30⁰ AND 150⁰

Exact Values:
Some
trigonometric
values need to be
learnt BY HEART

Cosine Graph

Tangent Graph

Minimum value -1 Maximum value +1
Lines of symmetry at 180⁰
Pattern repeats every 360⁰ so within every
360⁰ there are 2 angles with same cos ratio
e.g. cos-1(-½) = 120⁰ AND 150⁰

Minimum value -∞ Maximum value +∞
Asymptotes at 90⁰ and 270⁰ - no tan value for
these angles.
Pattern repeats every 180⁰ so within every 360⁰
there are 2 angles with same tan ratio
e.g. tan-1(1) = 45⁰ AND (45+180=) 225⁰

Exact trig values can be
calculated using properties and
known angles in a “unit“
equilateral triangle (60⁰ and
30⁰) and a right angled
isosceles triangle (45⁰) Pythagoras is applied to find
the 3rd side….

Year 9 Maths Term 5/6 -Trigonometry in non-right angled triangles (“wonky trig”)

KEY LABELLING Notation
For any triangle ABC:
Angles are labelled with CAPITAL LETTERS
Sides are labelled with LOWERCASE LETTERS
Side a will be opposite Angle A etc.
C

Knowing this basic fact is key
as correct use of formula
requires knowing which sides
and angles are involved
Sine Rule for AREA OF TRIANGLES

𝟏
𝑨𝒓𝒆𝒂 = 𝒂𝒃𝑺𝒊𝒏 𝑪
𝟐

B
Area

C
= ½ x 8.1 x 12.3 x Sin(62)
= 43.984….
= 44.0 cm2 (3sig fig)

Remember to show answer to 3 or 4 decimal
places before rounding.
Always state degree of accuracy and units

b

c
a

B

Sine Rule for LENGTHS and ANGLES

Cosine Rule for LENGTHS and ANGLES

Finding sides:

Finding sides:

𝒂
𝒃
𝒄
=
(=
)
𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝑨) 𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝑩)
𝑺𝒊𝒏 𝑪

Requires: 2 sides and INCLUDED angle
Find the area:
A

Hegarty : 516 - 533

A

Finding angles:

𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝑨) 𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝑩)
𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝑪)
=
(=
)
𝒂
𝒃
𝒄
Requires: a known SIDE & ANGLE pair
the opposite side/Angle of the wanted Angle/side

Find the angle Z
Z

𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝒁)
𝑺𝒊𝒏 (𝟐𝟕)
=
𝟐𝟑
𝟏𝟒
𝑆𝑖𝑛
27 ×23
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1
14

= 48.234….
= 48⁰ (nr degree)

𝐚𝟐 = 𝒃𝟐 + 𝒄𝟐 − 𝟐𝒃𝒄𝑪𝒐𝒔(𝑨)
Requires: 2 sides and INCLUDED angle being the angle
opposite wanted side.

Finding angles:

𝒃𝟐 + 𝒄𝟐 − 𝒂𝟐
𝐂𝐨𝐬(𝐀) =
𝟐𝒃𝒄
Requires: all 3 sides

Find the side x
𝑥 2 = 162 + 232 − 2 × 16 × 23 × 𝐶𝑜𝑠 112
𝑥 2 = 1060.710 …
𝑥 = 32.568 …
𝑥 = 32.6 cm (3 sf)

The left hand trick for Sine and Cosine

•
•
•
•

•
•

Your pinky is the x-axis, your
thumb is the y-axis
Each finger represents an angle
Find Cosine coordinate of an angle
by counting fingers to the left
Find Sine coordinate of an angle by
counting fingers to the right
Switch the charge to represent the
coordinates
Fill in your circle using your hand
trick

Year 9 Maths Term 5 and 6: Functions and Formula

Hegarty : 278 - 297

Example:

Glossary : Key terms and concepts explained

a, b, 𝒙, 𝒚

VARIABLES – are letters or symbols used to represent numbers.

4a + 2b
𝒙𝒚
5(𝒙 + 𝟑)
𝒙𝟐 − 𝟒
𝟏

𝐀 = 𝟐 𝒙𝒚
5(𝒙 + 𝟑) = 𝟖
𝒙𝟐 − 𝟒 = 𝟎

a<2
5(𝒙 + 𝟑) > 𝟖
𝒙𝟐 − 𝟒 ≤ 𝟎

EXPRESSIONS – are formed from variables and numbers combined with
operation signs and brackets.
Each part of an expression is called a TERM, terms are separated by
operators. Eg. 3n + 5 has two terms 3n and 5 separated by the operation +

An expression does NOT have an equals sign.
EQUATIONS – are mathematical statements showing two expressions have
equal value, indicated by the equals symbol =.
Eg. 5x + 4 = 29, the = symbol shows that 5x + 4 has the same value as 29.

An equation MUST have an equals sign.
INEQUALITIES – are mathematical statements showing the comparative
value of one expression to the other. Instead of = the two sides might be
Greater than (>); Greater than or equal to (≥ ); Less than (<); Less than or
equal to (≤) the other.
Like equations, inequalities may be “solved” but unlike equations,

solutions of an inequality will be a range of possible
values. For example, the inequality a<2 indicates that the variable a
may take any value as long as it is less than 2.

𝐝 = 𝟐𝐫
𝟏
𝐀 = 𝟐 𝒙𝒚
v = u + at

FORMULA (pl. formulae or formulas) – are equations linking at least two
variables and explains the relationship between them.
Eg. 𝐝 = 𝟐𝐫 has two variables ( d and r) and explains that the diameter of a
circle (d) is equal to twice the length of the radius (𝑟).

Formulae cannot be solved without substituting in known
values.
For instance, the formula v = u + at, has 4 linked variables (𝑣, 𝑢, 𝑎, 𝑡). Only if
the values of three variables are known, can the fourth value be calculated.

𝒂𝒃 ≡ 𝒃𝒂
𝒙+𝟐≡ 𝟐+𝒙

Identities – are expressions which are identically equal (in other words the
same just written in a different way). Such expressions are linked with the
symbol ≡. Identities cannot be solved as both expressions will be
equal in value.

Hegarty : 780 - 789

Substitution into Expressions and Formula

Substitution is when an unknown (variable) is replaced with a known value (number).
For example, you are asked to find the area of this rectangle….
You know the formula for area:
You now know actual values:
So you can substitute these in...
… and calculate the Area:

Area = Length x Width
(L) = 5cm (W) = 3cm
A=5x3
A = 15cm2

5cm

A=LxW

3cm

Things to note when substituting:
• Be careful of algebraic notation – remember number problems need multiplication signs!
• Be careful when substituting negative numbers – it is best to write them in a bracket
particularly if you are going to use a calculator
• Write out the new calculation in full replacing the variables with their new known value
• When calculating the final answer, follow BIDMAS rules for order of operations
Examples: if a = 2, b = 3 and c = -5, find the value of the following expressions:
abc
 2 x 3 x (-5)
= -15

a-b-c
 2 - 3 - (-5)
= 2-3+5
=4

ab + c
2
 2x3+(-5) = 1
2
2

Real life formulae and substitution examples
Example 1: Using given formula
9𝐶
𝐹 = 5 + 32
This is the formula to change degrees
Celsius (℃) to degrees Fahrenheit ℉ .
Use the formula to convert 21℃ to ℉
Substitute in C =21:

𝐹=

9×𝟐𝟏
5

𝐹=

189
5

+ 32

+ 32

𝐹 = 37.8 + 32
Temperature of 21℃ is equal to 69.8 ℉

ac2
 2x(-5)x(-5)
= 2 x 25
= 50

(ac)2
 2x(-5)x2x(-5)
= -10 x -10
= 100
Hegarty : 278 - 287

Example 2: Writing formula
The cooking time for a turkey is 35 minutes per
Kilogram plus an extra 20 minutes.
a) Write a formula for this problem
b) Use your formula to calculate the cooking time
for a turkey weighing 5kg in hours and minutes
Define variables: Cooking Time (C); Weight (W = 5)
Write formula: Cooking Time = 35 x Weight + 20
a) Formula:
C = 35W + 20
b) Substitute:
C = 35 x 5 + 20
C = 195 minutes
C =3hours and 15 minutes

Hegarty : 288 - 297

Functions

A function links two variables. When you know one, you can work out the other.
There are three elements to a function: the input, the relationship and the output.
These elements can be represented by a function machine:
Input

Times by 3

Subtract 4

5

Output
11

A true function must
produce only one
output for each input.
Inverse operations

Once a function has been understood it can be “undone”
by working backwards and applying inverse operations.
Input

Divide by 3

Add 4

8

Output
20

(

+x÷
2  √□
□
Powers)
(Roots

Changing the subject of a formula or equation

This method - creating functions machines and their inverses - can help in rearranging (or
changing the subject of) a formula.
Examples:
(1)) Rearrange the equation 𝐲 = 𝟓𝒙 + 𝟔 to make 𝒙 the subject

Step 1: create the Function machine.
Remember start with 𝒙 and build to 𝒚

𝒙

Step 2: reverse the Function machine
applying inverse operations

𝒙

Step 3: follow the reversed function to
write the new relationship around
𝒚 which is equal to the new subject 𝐱

Many equations and formula can be represented using a function machine:

(i) Create a function machine for the equation y = 2x3 – 5

Y is the Subject of this formula - it is the variable on its own on one side of the equals sign. The
subject is the Output of the function machine. “y” is the output, which means “x” will be the Input.
The process that turns the input value “x” into output “y” is the ‘story of “x” into “y”’.
Eg. What is happening to “x” to turn it into “y” – remembering to follow BIDMAS, “x” is being cubed
first, then multiplied by 2 then 5 is subtracted from the value.
Cube

Times by 2

Subtract 5

Output

(ii) Use your function machine to find the value of x when y = 11

Cube Root

Divide by 2

Add 5

Output

3

2

8=2
(16÷2=8)
(11+5=16)
Input must be 2 for output of 11 so if y=11 then x = 2

(old subject)

( new
subject)

𝒙=

÷5

𝒚

-6

(relationship around y)
𝒚−𝟔
𝟓

(2)) Rearrange the equation 𝐲 = 𝟐 𝒙𝟐 − 𝟓 to make 𝒙 the subject
Step 1:

𝒙

Square

÷2

-5

𝒚

Step 2:

𝒙

Square
root

x2

+5

𝒚

Step 3:

(new subject)

(relationship around y)

𝒙=
=

𝟐(𝒚 + 𝟓)
𝟐𝒚 + 𝟏𝟎

11

(Simplify if necessary)

Once you are confident that you know how to “unpick” a function accurately , an
alternative way to set out your workings is similar to that for solving equations:
(3) Rearrange these formula to make x the subject
𝒙

(i) 𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙 + 𝒄

y is the output so x is the input. To the calculate x you need to work back through the function
machine with inverse operations.
Input

𝒚

+6

𝟏

Functions, Equations and Formula

Input

x5

)

… so an output of 20 from this function could only have resulted from an input of (20+4)÷3 = 8.

Example:
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(-c)
(÷m)

𝑦 − 𝑐 = 𝑚𝑥
𝑦−𝑐
𝑚

=𝑥

(ii) 𝒚 = − 𝒃
𝟐

𝑥

(-c)

(+b) 𝑦 + 𝑏 = 2

(÷m)

(x2) 2 𝑦 + 𝑏 = 𝑥 (x2)

(+b)

Finally remember to write your final answer with 𝑥 as the subject at the start.
𝒚−𝒄
𝒙= 𝒎
𝐱= 𝟐 𝒚+𝒃
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Function Notation

More mathematically, a function is a relation between a set of INPUTS (the “DOMAIN”) and a
set of OUTPUTS (the “RANGE”) such that each input is related to an output.

The inverse of a function 𝒇 𝒙 is written 𝒇−𝟏 (𝒙)

𝒇 𝒙
𝒙

Functions can be named. The most common name is “f”, but others, “g”, “h” etc can be used
to distinguish between different functions in a problem.
Inputs
DOMAIN
𝒙

FUNCTION

Outputs
RANGE
𝒇(𝒙)

Here the function “f” has been applied to the input 𝑥 producing the result 𝑓 𝑥 which can be
said “f of x”. As you can see, we are using 𝑓 𝑥 where previously we have used 𝑦 to represent
the output … the two are EXACTLY THE SAME – it’s just using different notation!
More commonly , function are written:

..and just like functions machines, we may be given different parts (input or output) of the
problem and asked to find the other – the trick is to work out which you have been given…
Example 1: Given that the function
𝒇 𝒙 = 𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏
(i) Find 𝑓 3
and (ii) 𝑓(−2)
The values given are INSIDE the bracket.
They are the INPUTS into the function.
SUBSITUTE to find the output
(i)

𝑓 3 = 32 + 1
𝑓 3 = 10

(ii)

𝑓 −2 = −2
𝑓 −2 = 5

Example 2: Given that the function 𝒇 𝒙 =
𝟐𝒙 + 𝟕
(i) Find 𝑓 𝑥 = 3 and (ii) 𝑓 𝑥 = (−2)
The values given are OUTSIDE the bracket.
They are the OUTPUTS of the function.
SOLVE the equation to find the input
(i) 𝑓 𝑥 = 3 ⇒

2

+1
(i) 𝑓 𝑥 = −2 ⇒

Get into the habit: Remember negatives in
brackets may be a MUST if you are
SQUARING using your calculator!

2𝑥 + 7 = 3
2𝑥 = −4
𝒙 = −𝟐
2𝑥 + 7 = −2
2𝑥 = −9
𝒙 = −𝟒. 𝟓
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Inverse Functions

Given the function 𝑔 𝑥 = 4𝑥 − 3
Find 𝑔−1 (𝑥)
𝑔 𝑥 = 4𝑥 − 3
⇒
𝑦 = 4𝑥 − 3
𝑦 + 3 = 4𝑥
𝑦+3
=𝑥
4
⇒ 𝒈−𝟏 𝒙 =

𝒙+𝟑
𝟒

𝒚

𝒇−𝟏 𝒙

Rewrite your answer
using 𝒙 as the input
for the new function

If a function maps the
input 𝑥 to an output 𝑦
then the inverse
function will map the
output 𝑦 to the input 𝑥

To calculate the inverse function of 𝑓(𝑥),
remember "𝒇(𝒙)” is the same as “𝒚", so simply
rewrite the function as an equation and rearrange
to make 𝒙 the subject of the formula. However,
using function notation, the inverse function
𝑓 −1 (𝒙) will still need 𝑥 as the named input
variable so rewrite your answer simplify replacing
“y” with “𝒙“
1

Given the function h 𝑥 = 𝑥
Note : Most be not all functions will produce
Find ℎ−1 (𝑥)
different inverse functions. Exceptions:
1
1
(i) A function can be its own self inverse
h 𝑥 =𝑥
⇒
𝑦=𝑥
𝟏
𝟏
for example if 𝒇 𝒙 = 𝒙 then 𝒇−𝟏 𝒙 = 𝒙
x𝑦 = 1
1
(ii) A function may not have a inverse function without
𝑥=𝑦
𝟐
further definition. For example, if 𝒇 𝒙 = 𝒙 then
𝟏
Rewrite using 𝒙
the inverse would ±√𝒙 but a function is such that ⇒ 𝒉−𝟏 𝒙 =
𝒙
as the input
each input must map to a single output… with two
possible outputs from square rooting this would not be the case. Therefore, it is sometimes
important to “restrict the domain” for inverse function i.e. here for 𝒇 𝒙 = 𝒙𝟐 then
𝒇−𝟏 𝒙 = 𝒙 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥 ≥ 0
𝑓 𝑥 = 2𝑥

Identifying inverse functions graphically
For any given function 𝑓(𝑥) and its inverse 𝑓
the graph of

𝒇−𝟏 (𝒙) is a reflection of 𝒇(𝒙)
in the line 𝒚 = 𝒙

−1

𝑦=𝑥
(𝑥),
𝑥

𝑓 −1 𝑥 = 2
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Composite Functions

Composite functions are a combination of functions where the output of the first function
applied becomes the input to the second; the relationship between original input and final
output can then be simplified into a single composite function. The order in which the
functions need to be applied are shown in the composite function notation – simply put,
work back way from the input (𝑥)…
Examples: Given that 𝒇 𝒙 = 𝒙𝟐 and 𝒈 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏, ….

a) Find 𝒈𝒇 𝒙
(⇒ apply “f” first then “g” to its output)
𝒙

𝑓(𝑥)

𝑔(𝑥)

𝒈𝒇(𝒙)

The output of 𝑓 𝑥 is 𝑥 2 . This becomes
the input for 𝑔(𝑥) so...
𝒙𝟐

x2

+1

𝒈𝒇(𝒙)
𝟐

⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏
Number in
bracket ⇒ input

b) Find 𝒈𝒇(𝟓)
If 𝑔𝑓 𝑥 = 2𝑥 2 + 1, then
Check:
𝑔𝑓 5 = 2 × 52 + 1
𝑓 5 = 5 × 5 = 25
= 51
𝑔 25 = 2 × 25 + 1
Number outside
bracket ⇒ output

= 51

c) Find 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟏𝟗 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 𝒙 ≥ 𝟎
If 𝑔𝑓 𝑥 = 2𝑥 2 + 1, then
2𝑥 2 + 1 = 19
Check:
Substitute answer
2𝑥 2 = 18
into functions…
𝑥2 = 9
𝑓 3 =3×3=9
𝑔 9 =2×9+1
𝑥=3
= 19

(1) Find 𝒇𝒈 𝒙
(⇒ apply “g” first then “f” to its output)
𝒙

𝑔(𝑥)

f(𝑥)

𝒈𝒇(𝒙)

The output of 𝑔 𝑥 is 2𝑥 + 1. This
becomes the input for f(𝑥) so...
𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏

s𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒

Example: Given that 𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 − 𝟑 and 𝒈 𝒙 = 𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏
Solve 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒇𝒈 𝒙
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𝑔𝑓(𝑥) ⇒ apply “f” first then “g” to its

output. The output of 𝑓 𝑥 is 2𝑥 − 3.
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 − 𝟑 𝟐 + 𝟏
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 − 𝟑 𝟐𝒙 − 𝟑 + 𝟏 This becomes input for g(𝑥) so (2𝑥 − 3)
needs to be squared then 1 add
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟒𝒙𝟐 − 𝟏𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏𝟎
𝑓𝑔(𝑥) ⇒ apply “g” first then “f” to its
Step 2: Find 𝟐𝒇𝒈(𝒙) ⇒ 𝒇𝒈 𝒙 = 𝟐(𝒙𝟐 + 𝟏) − 𝟑
output then times 2. The output of 𝑔(𝑥)
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙𝟐 + 𝟐 − 𝟑
is 𝑥 2 + 1. This becomes input for 𝑓(𝑥) so
𝟐
needs to be x2 then subtract 3. Finally
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 − 𝟏
2𝑓𝑔 𝑥 means 2 x 𝑓𝑔(𝑥)…
𝟐
⇒ 𝟐𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟒𝒙 − 𝟐
Step 3: Form and solve equation
⇒ 𝟒𝒙𝟐 − 𝟏𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏𝟎 = 𝟒𝒙𝟐 − 𝟐
(-4𝑥 2 )
⇒ −𝟏𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏𝟎 = −𝟐
(-10)
⇒ −𝟏𝟐𝒙 = −𝟏𝟐
(÷ -12)
⇒𝒙=𝟏

Step 1: Find 𝒈𝒇(𝒙)

𝒇𝒈(𝒙)

Functions and Graphs

⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏 𝟐
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = (𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏)(𝟐𝒙 + 𝟏)
⇒ 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟒𝒙𝟐 + 𝟒𝒙 + 𝟏
(2) Find 𝒇𝒈(−𝟐)
If g𝑓 𝑥 = 4𝑥 2 + 4𝑥 + 1, then
𝑔𝑓 2 = 4 × (−2)2 +4 × (−2) + 1
=9
(3) Find 𝒈𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟑𝟔 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 𝒙 ≥ 𝟎
If 𝑓𝑔 𝑥 = 4𝑥 2 + 4𝑥 + 1, then
4𝑥 2 + 4𝑥 + 1 = 19
2𝑥 + 1 2 = 36
2𝑥 + 1 = 6
2𝑥 = 5
𝑥 = 2.5

All straight line graphs with
Linear equations in the form
𝒚 = 𝒎𝒙 + 𝒄
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are functions as they represent
the relation between a single 𝑥 –coordinate and a single 𝑦-coordinate
To plot functions, substitute your inputs into the function
to generate linked coordinate pairs Record your pairs
in a table of values : example: for 𝑓 𝑥 = 2𝑥 + 1

Remember 𝑓 𝑥 and
𝑦
mean same thing –
the final output
value

𝑦 = 2𝑥 + 1

𝑥=9
𝑦=2

The Vertical line test: If an equation (relationship) produces a
vertical line for any part of the line – it is NOT a function as it has produced MORE THAN ONE
output value for an input so 𝒚 = 𝟐 IS a function but 𝒙 = 𝟗 IS NOT a function

Science: Useful Information

Prefix

Number

Standard Form

e.g. metres

Giga

1,000,000,000

1x109

Gm

Mega

1,000,000

1x106

Mm

kilo

1,000

1x103

km

Key Word / Term

Definition

Accuracy

Results are close to the true value

Precision

Results are similar to each other but not necessarily close to the true value

Repeatable

Similar results are obtained if the investigation is done again by the same person

Reproducible

Similar results are obtained if it is repeated by a different person

----------

1

1

m

Resolution

Is the smallest change a measuring instrument can detect

milli

0.001

1x10-3

mm

Validity

A measure of how correct the results of an experiment are

micro

0.000001

1x10-6

µm

nano

0.000000001

1x10-9

nm

Converting units of measure:

X 1000

X 1000

X 10
Variables:

Nanometre
(nm)

Micrometre
(µm)

Independent: the variable that is being changed during the experiment

Millimetre
(mm)

Centimetre
(cm)

Dependent: the variable being tested or measured during the experiment
The independent variable affects the dependent variable, the others must be controlled

÷ 10

÷ 100

÷ 100

Control: Keep the same (there can be more than one control variable) so that they do
not affect the independent variable

Units of measure:

10µm - 100µm
Eukaryotic cells

100nm
Viruses
1nm
A small molecule

nm

1µm
Prokaryotic cells
µm

1m
Human

1cm
Wasp

1mm
Ant
mm

10cm
Apple
cm

100m
Human
m

KS4 Biology: B3 Organisation & the digestive system
Keyword

Definition

Enzyme

Protein with an active site of a specific
shape which speeds up reactions

Villi

Finger like projections in the small intestine
that increase surface area, helping with
absorption
A molecule/chemical that speeds up the
rate of reaction
Only one type of substrate can fit into the
active site of an enzyme, like a key fits into
a lock.
The part of the enzyme that helps break
down the substrate

Catalyst
Lock and key
mechanism
Active site
Substrate
Rate of reaction
Denatured

pH

Bile

Emulsification

The specific molecule that binds to an
enzyme’s active site
The speed at which a reactant is converted
into a product
When the active site of an enzyme changes
shape and the substrate can no longer fit
in. Can be caused by pH or temperature
How acidic or alkaline a substance is.
Enzymes are very sensitive to pH.
Alkaline substance produced in the liver
and stored in the gall bladder. It neutralises
stomach acid and breaks down fats into
small droplets
Mixing two liquids such as oil and water
that would not normally mix

Organisation
Organisms like you and I are organised from our smallest units (cells)

The digestive system
This system is made up of multiple organs that break down
and absorb your food

Your small intestine
absorbs all of the
required nutrients
from your food.
The villi help it do
this by increasing
the surface area

Organ

Function

Liver

Produces bile

Stomach

Breaks down large insoluble molecules
into smaller soluble ones

Small intestine

Further breaking down of larger
molecules and absorption into the blood

Large intestine

Absorbing water from undigested food

Enzymes are proteins and function in many reactions in the body as a biological
catalyst- this means they do not change the reaction but they do speed it up

Most enzymes are specific, meaning that only one type of substrate will only
bind to the enzymes active site- like a key fitting a lock

If the temperature is too high or
the pH is not optimum then the
active site will be denatured

Carbohydrates, lipids and proteins make up the cell’s structure-and are needed in a balanced diet- we can
test food for these using the following tests

The digestive system uses several enzymes which work on different organs of the system- the three main
sites are the mouth, stomach and small intestine

Bile (not an enzyme)
Produced by the liver this is transported to the small
intestine to neutralise stomach acid.
It also emulsifies fat, increasing its surface area for lipase
to work on

KS4 Chemistry:
C3 Structure and Bonding

Keyword
Alloy

States of matter
The three states
of matter are
represented by
simple models,
where particles are
shown as solid
spheres and no
forces are shown
between these particles (limitations of this model). The amount of
energy required to change state depends on the strength of the force
between the particles of the substance.
Ions
All atoms are more stable with a full outer shell of electrons. Some
atoms will lose electrons to get a full outer shell: these are metals.
Some atoms will gain electrons to get a full outer shell: these are non
metals.
An ion is an atom with a positive or negative charge, these are formed
by an atom gaining or losing electrons.
For example, sodium has one electron in it’s outer shell, it therefore
loses one electron to form a Na+1 ion.
We represent ions
with square brackets
around the ion and the
charge in the top
right corner.

Covalent bond

a mixture of two or more elements, at least one of
which is a metal
the bond between two atoms that share one or more
pairs of electrons

Covalent bonding

the attraction between two atoms that share one or
more pairs of electrons

Delocalised electron

bonding electron that is no longer associated with
any one particular atom

Dot and cross
diagram
Fullerene
Giant covalent
structure

a drawing to show only the arrangement of outer
shell electrons of the atoms or ions in a substance
form of the element carbon that can exist as large
cage-like structures, based on hexagonal rings of
carbon atoms
a huge 3D network of covalently bonded atoms, such
as the bonding in silicone dioxide

Giant lattice
Intermolecular
forces

a huge 3D network of atoms or ions

Ionic bond

the electrostatic force of attraction between
positively and negatively charged ions
The bonding that occurs in metals, due to the
electrostatic force between positive metal ions and
negative electrons
the study of very tiny particles or structures between
1 and 100 nanometres in size, where 1 nanometre =
10–9 metres
a substance made from very large molecules made up
of many repeating units

Metallic bonding
Nanoscience

The group number indicates how many electrons an atom would loose
or gain to form an ion. e.g. group two elements loose two electrons,
forming 2+ ions

Definition

Polymer

the relatively weak attraction between the individual
molecules in a covalently bonded substance

Ionic Bonding
When a metal atom reacts with a non-metal atom electrons in the outer
shell of the metal atom are transferred to the non metal atom. This
means the metal has a positive charge and the non metal has a negative
charge. This means there is an electrostatic attraction between the two
ions, this is what forms an ionic bond. Both atoms will have a full outer
shell (this is the same as the structure of a noble gas) see example below
of sodium chloride.

Ionic Bonding- Models
There are a number of ways we can represent ionic bonding all; of these have advantages and limitations. For
example all the diagrams below show ways we can represent sodium chloride
1. Dot and cross diagrams- These show clearly how the electrons are transferred. It does not,
however, show the 3D lattice structure of an ionic
compound or that this is a giant compound.

2. 2D ball and stick model of ionic bonding
This has the advantage of showing that electrostatic forces happen between oppositely charged ions in an ionic
compound. However, does not show the 3D structure of an ionic compound.

Ion formation: When a metal atom reacts with a non-metal atom
electrons in the outer shell of the metal atom are transferred. Metal
atoms lose electrons to become positively charged ions. Non-metal
atoms gain electrons to
become negatively
charged ions.

Formula of Ionic Compounds
In sodium chloride, 1 sodium atom gives an electron to a chlorine atom,
therefore the empirical formula is NaCl. However there are some
examples where the ratio of atoms is not 1:1. For example when sodium
bonds with oxygen, sodium only wants to lose one electron but oxygen
needs to gain two. So you need two sodium atoms for every oxygen so
the empirical formula is Na2O.

3. 3D Ball and Stick model of ionic bonding
This clearly shows the 3D structure of the ionic lattice and how different
ions interact with other ions in all directions to create an ionic lattice.
Properties of Ionic compounds
Ionic compounds have high melting points, due to
strong electrostatic forces between the oppositely charged ions. This means a lot of energy is required to
break these bonds. For example the melting point of sodium chloride is 801 °C. Ionic compounds do not
conduct electricity as a solid. They do conduct electricity if they are dissolved in water (aqueous) or in the
liquid state. This is because the ions are free to move, carrying the electric charge.
Ionic Lattice ionic compounds have regular structures (giant ionic lattices) in which there
are strong electrostatic forces of attraction in all directions between oppositely charged ions.

Covalent Bonding
Covalent bonding occurs between non metals. Electrons are shared between the atoms, so that they
have a full outer shell. Covalent bonds are strong and require a lot of energy to break. The simplest
example is hydrogen: both hydrogen atoms have one electron in their outer shell. Therefore both
hydrogen atoms share one electron each, to give them both a full outer shell, we can show this bond on
a dot and cross diagram.

When drawing covalent molecules we use “dot cross diagrams” as we do with ionic compounds. It is
important to represent the electrons on one atom with a dot and on the other atom with an X.
The first five examples, hydrogen, chlorine, water, hydrogen chloride and ammonia (NH3) all share one
electron per atom in a to make a full outer shell of electrons on each atom.

Some atoms need more than one electron to give them a full outer shell, for example oxygen needs 2
electrons to complete its outer shell. Oxygen therefore shares two electrons per atom to make a double
bond. Nitrogen needs three electrons to complete its outer shell, this forms a triple bond between the
two nitrogen atoms, to make a nitrogen molecule.

Covalent bonds are strong because there is a attraction between the electrons in the covalent bond and
the positively charged nucleus. This means a lot of energy is required to break a covalent bond.

Properties of Simple Covalent Compounds
Simple covalent compounds have low melting points and are often gases
at room temperature, for example oxygen and carbon dioxide. Although
the covalent bonds between the atoms are strong, the intermolecular
forces between the molecules are weak. It is very important to
remember that covalent bonds are strong but the intermolecular forces
are weak . This means that only a small amount of energy is required to
overcome these weak forces.
The size of the intermolecular force between molecules increases as the
molecules get larger. This is because a force called the van der Waals force
increases (you do not need to know that for GCSE).
For example as you go
down group 7, the
boiling points increase
because the
molecules get larger.

As well as having low melting points, covalent compounds do not conduct
electricity. This is because they have no free electrons or ions and
therefore there is nothing to carry the electric charge. Remember pure
water does not conduct electricity, only when it has ions dissolved in it will
it conduct.

Additional information
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zq6h2nb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpEQ-NWxKBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_jDaUe9p5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bbCFUyluWg

Representing Covalent Compounds
Like ionic compounds, there are variety
of ways that scientists use to represent
covalent compounds.
1. Dot cross diagram

Giant Covalent Compounds
In a giant covalent structure all atoms are
bonded to each other by strong covalent
bonds. Giant covalent compounds have a
high melting point because many strong
covalent bonds need to be broken and this
requires a lot of energy.
There are three examples you need to
know, diamond, graphite and silicone
dioxide - often called silica (see table)

Polymers
Polymers are large covalent compounds which can be many thousands of atoms in
length. They are made from small molecules known as monomers.
Rather than drawing out all the atoms in a polymer we draw a repeating unit which is
the structure of the monomer in square brackets, with a n representing a very large
number of atoms. Polymers have higher melting points than smaller covalent compounds
like carbon dioxide as the intermolecular bonds are stronger. However the bonds are not
as strong as they are in ionic or giant covalent compounds so the melting points are
lower than those compounds.

2. Ball and stick model

Graphene and Fullerenes
There are other forms of carbon which have
been discovered recently: graphene is a single
layer of graphite so it is 1 atom thick.
Fullerenes are molecules of
carbon with hollow shapes. The most famous
example is Buckminsterfullerene (C60).
Fullerenes have use in drug delivery and as
catalysts. Carbon nanotubes are cylinder
shaped fullerenes, these are strong and are
excellent conductors of both heat and
electricity.

Alloys
Alloys are mixtures of 2 or more elements, one of which is a
metal. Examples of alloys include brass and steel. Metals are alloyed so
that the regular structure of metals is changed and the layers of ions
can no longer slide over one another; therefore making it much
stronger.

Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles have a diameter between 1 nm and
100 nm, this means they are
only a few hundred atoms in size. Nanoparticles
have an extremely large surface area to volume
ratio, this gives them a variety of useful properties.
• The targeted delivery of drugs- they are more
easily absorbed into the
body and therefore could be use to deliver drugs to
specific tissues.
• Making synthetic skin
• Silver nanoparticles have antibacterial
properties. These can be used
•in things like clothing, deodorants and surgical
masks.
•Some nanoparticles are electrical conductors,
these can be used to make
components in very small circuit boards.
• cosmetics, to make them less oily
• sun creams, they provide better
•protection from UV than conventional sun
creams. They also provide better skin coverage.

Metallic Bonding
Metals form giant structures. The metal atoms form a regular pattern and the donate their outer electron to the
“sea of delocalised electrons”. These electrons are free to move. The 2D structure of metallic bonding looks like
this:
This would be the structure of a group 1 metal like sodium, if it
were a group 2 metal like magnesium then the charge on
the ions would be Mg2+.

Properties of Metals
Metals are good conductors of electricity, due to the delocalised
electrons, which can carry the electric charge. Metals are also good conductors of heat as the free electrons can transfer the heat
energy through the metal.
Metals are also malleable (bendy) as the layers of ions can easily slide over one another. This means that many pure metals are too
soft for uses such as building.

Reactivity of metals When a metal reacts it forms a
positive ion. The easier it is for a metal to form a positive ion, the more reactive it is.
This is shown in the reactivity series; you should memorise the position of different
elements:

Dangers on Nanomaterials
The long term affects of nanomaterials on the body have not been well researched. For
example when using sun cream,
nanoparticles are absorbed through the skin. The affects of long term exposure to these
has not been well researched.
Some people believe anything containing nanoparticles should be clearly labelled.

KS4 Physics:
P2 Energy transfer by heating
Keyword/term

Definition

Background: This topic can save you and your family money! Heat
costs money and has environmental costs so if you can
understand how heat is transferred and limit its loss you have to
spend less heating your home for example.

States of
matter

Solid

Liquid
Gas

The amount
of thermal
energy
transferred
depends on:

Insulator
Thermal
conductivity
Infrared
radiation

Particles held in fixed positions. Strong forces between
particles. Particles vibrating but not moving position. Less
energy than liquids.
Particles able to slide past each other. More energy than
solids. Forces between particles weaker than in solids.
Particles moving randomly. Particles are far apart. Forces
between particles are less than liquids. Particles have
more energy than liquids.
The thickness of a material
The thicker a material is the better the insulator.
The thermal conductivity of a material.
Metals are better than non-metals. The temperature
difference across a material. A greater difference in
temperature means more energy is transferred.
These materials are poor conductors, they prevent
thermal energy passing through them.
A measure of how good a material is at transferring
thermal energy – high thermal conductivity means
thermal energy easily passes through the material.
Electromagnetic waves between visible light and
microwaves in the electromagnetic spectrum. The higher
the temperature of an object the more infrared radiation
it emits. A black body is the best absorber and emitter of
infrared radiation. A light shiny object is the worst
absorber and emitter of infrared radiation.

Ways to
reduce
heat loss
from a
house

Loft insulation – fibreglass material that is rolled out in
the loft. It traps air in the house preventing it from
transferring energy outside.
Thick walls or glass – reduces the rate of energy
transfer to the outside
Cavity wall insulation – prevents air moving between
the inner and outer walls of a house. This prevents
energy transferring outside.
Double Glazing – has minimal air particles between
two panes of glass, so thermal conduction is reduced.
Aluminium foil – this is placed behind radiators to
reflect heat back into a room.

Good insulators
Good insulators often trap air, like wool or foam. Air is a poor
conductor and by trapping pockets of air between fibres and
within the foam you stop convection currents occurring too.

Specific heat
capacity Definition:
It is the energy
required to heat up
1kg of substance by
1oC.

Energy = mass x specific heat capacity x
change in temperature

E

=

m x

c

(J)

= (kg) x (J/kgoc) x (oc)

Joule meter

x ∆θ

The specific heat capacity will always be
given in the exam.

Metals have low values as they are easily
heated up.

Infra red radiation
Infrared radiation (IR radiation) also sometimes called heat
radiation is emitted from and absorbed by all objects. The
hotter an object the more infrared radiation is emitted.
IR radiation travels at the speed of light, is and electromagnetic
wave and can pass through a vacuum.

It is the only means of heat transfer that does not require
particles.

Power pack
Heater

Required practical: To work out the specific
heat capacity of a material, use a heater to
heat up a 1kg block and record the
temperature change and energy transferred.
Use the gradient of the straight line section of
the graph to calculate the specific heat
capacity

Separates only: Objects emit radiation over a
range of wavelength (IR, visible light, UV etc)
An objects peak output of radiation has a
shorter wavelength as the object becomes
hotter.
This is why hot stars look more blue and
cooler stars are more red.

Black body is an object that absorbs all radiation that falls upon it. These are the
best emitters of IR radiation too.

Emitting IR radiation
The best surfaces at emitting IR radiation are matte dark
surfaces – Matte Black
The worst surfaces at emitting IR radiation are light shiny
surfaces – shiny silver
Absorbing IR radiation
The best surfaces at absorbing IR radiation are also matte dark
surfaces – Matte Black
The worst surfaces at absorbing IR radiation are also are light
shiny surfaces – shiny silver

This can get a little confusing as the best emitter is matte black and the
best absorber is matte black.
Consider whether the question you are addressing is about absorbing IR
(heating up) or emitting IR radiation
The black mug will cool down faster
than the white mug as it black is a
better emitter of IR radiation than
White.

KS4 Physics:
P3 Energy resources

Keyword/term

Background: It is hard to imagine a World without electricity. It reaches into every aspect of our lives. But where do we get the energy to make it from? Will
they run out? Have we got a backup plan?

Definition

Carbon neutral

Balancing carbon emissions with carbon removal e.g. by
photosynthesis OR simply eliminating carbon emissions altogether.

Dissipate

To scatter in all directions or to use wastefully. When energy has
been dissipated it means we cannot get it back. The energy has
spread out and heats up the surroundings.

World energy demands and
sources (2015)

Hydroelectric power:
Hydroelectricity can be
generated when rainwater
that is collected in a
Reservoir
(or water in a pumped storage scheme) flows downhill.
The flowing water drives turbines that turn electricity
generators at the bottom of the hill.

Non-renewable energy Energy resources which will run out, because they are finite
resources
reserves, and which cannot be replenished.
Renewable energy
resources

Energy resources which will never run out and (or can be)
replenished as they are used.

Alternative energy
resource

Resources other than fossil fuels. The resources may or may not be
renewable. Nuclear power is not a renewable energy resource, but
tidal power is. Alternative energy resources do not contribute to
global warming.

Biofuel

Fuel produced from biological material. Biofuels are provided by
trees such as willow that can be grown specifically as energy
resources.

National grid
Geothermal energy
Nuclear fuel

The network of cables and transformers used to transfer electricity
from power stations to consumers (i.e. homes, shops, offices,
factories etc.)
Energy released by radioactive substances deep within the Earth
Substance used in nuclear reactors that releases energy due to
nuclear fission

Wave power: A wave generator is used to
make a floating
generator move up and down,
turning a generator to
create electricity.

Tidal power: Tidal power stations trap water from
each high tide behind a barrage. The high tide can
then be released into the sea through turbines.
These turbines drive generators.
In some coastal areas, electricity generated by
tidal flow passing through undersea turbines,
placed on the sea bed.

Resource

Renewable?

Uses

Advantages

Fossil Fuels

Non-Renewable

Electricity,
Reliable – electricity can be
transport,
generated all of the time.
heating Relatively cheap way of generating
electricity.

Nuclear Fuel

Non-Renewable

Electricity

Bio Fuel

Renewable

Heating,
electricity

Disadvantages

Produces carbon dioxide, a
greenhouse gas that causes global
warming.
Can produce sulphur dioxide, a gas
that causes acid rain.
Produces no carbon dioxide when Produces nuclear waste that remains
generating electricity.
radioactive for thousands of years.
Reliable – electricity can be
Expensive to build and decommission
generated all of the time.
power stations.
Carbon neutral.
Production of fuel may damage
Reliable – electricity can be
ecosystems and create a monoculture.
generated all of the time.
No CO2 produced while generating
Unreliable – may not produce
electricity.
electricity during low wind.
Expensive to construct.
No CO2 produced while generating Blocks rivers stopping fish migration.
electricity.
Unreliable – may not produce
electricity during droughts.
Does not damage ecosystems. Fluids drawn from ground may contain
Reliable source of electricity
greenhouse gases such as CO2 and
generation.
methane. These contribute to global
warming.
No CO2 produced while generating
Unreliable – tides vary.
electricity.
May damage tidal ecosystem e.g.
mudflats.
No CO2 produced while generating
Unreliable – may not produce
electricity.
electricity during calm seas.

Wind

Renewable

Electricity

Hydroelectricity

Renewable

Electricity

Geothermal

Renewable

Electricity,
heating

Tidal

Renewable

Electricity

Waves

Renewable

Electricity

Solar

Renewable

Electricity, No CO2 produced while generating
Unreliable – does not produce
heating
electricity.
electricity at night. Limited production
on cloudy days.
Expensive to construct.

Geothermal energy:
This comes from the
energy released by
radioactive sources
deep in the Earth.
- The energy transferred
from these substances
heats the surrounding rock
- The hot rocks are used
to turn water into steam
Geothermal power station

Solar water heating

Further reading
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zchgdxs/revision/1

Computational Thinking – Website Design - Term 5
Key section of website design
The key areas we will be focusing on when it comes to
website design are:
- Layout
- Design
- Wireframes
- Creation

Layout
A websites layout is important. Depending on the Theme
for your website you may need to have a simplistic
layout so that younger audiences can read and
understand how to navigate it.
You may need to consider how much information is
going on to the page so how much space will that
information take up?

Design
The design of your website must come from the actual
content or reason for you website in the first place!
If the website is for a new sports themed club then it
needs to be active and loud! It needs to have bright
colours and active themes running across the design on
all pages.
If its for a library website then the design needs to be
more elegant and sophisticated. More golds and blacks
with elegant art work of the books and a simple but
effect layout.

Creation
For this term we are going to be using Google
Sites as our website builder of choice. This
allows us to have easy access to the developer
and has a nice drag and drop mechanic which
helps with development.

Wireframes
Wireframes are your first basic design for you
website. You must remember to include an
annotation to ensure whoever looks at your
wireframe knows what's happening.

Computational Thinking – Photoshop – Term 6
Below you will find a number of useful locations for certain buttons and functions we will be using a lot in Photoshop.
Primary toolbar we use
within Photoshop.

Has all tools available to
the user. Each tool with
a small arrow in the
bottom right hand
corner can be right
clicked to show
additional tools.
You can see the 4 main
divides on the toolbar.
These are divided as
such:
- Selecting
- Editing &Painting
- Shape & Text
- GUI interaction

This is the adjustments
panel, where you can
find a selection of
colour and contrast
editing tools. This is
also replicated down
below on the fill or
adjustment layer.
The first 4 icons modify
the contrast , with the
rest dedicated to
changing colour
If you prefer a plain
English description,
click this icon., which
can be found
underneath the layers
panel.

This is the file menu for
Photoshop. Below I have
highlighted one of the most
important sections of Photoshop.
Opening new graphics and
placing graphics on top of existing
ones!

How was the end of the war seen in Britain?
https://youtu.be/bkN01F45mUs

Specific Effects of World War 1:
•WW1 caused the downfall of four
monarchies: Germany, Turkey, AustriaHungary and Russia.
•The war made people more open to other
ideologies, such as the Bolsheviks that came
to power in Russia and fascism that
triumphed in Italy and even later in
Germany.
•The war changed the economical balance
of the world, leaving European countries
deep in debt and making the U.S. the
leading industrial power and creditor in the
world.
•With all the new weapons that were used,
WW1 changed the face of modern warfare
forever.
•Due to the cruel methods used during the
war and the losses suffered, WW1 caused a
lot of bitterness among nations, which also
greatly contributed to WW2 decades later.
•Social life also changed: women had to run
businesses while the men were at war and
labour laws started to be enforced due to
mass production and mechanization. People
all wanted better living standards.
•After WW1, the need for an international
body of nations that promotes security and
peace worldwide became evident. This
caused the founding of the League of
Nations.
•The harsh conditions of the Treaty of
Versailles caused a lot of dissent in Europe,
especially on the side of the Central Powers
who had to pay a lot for financial
reparations

‘The Big Three’
The Paris Peace Conference, was the meeting in 1919 and 1920 of the
victorious Allies after the end of World War I to set the peace terms for the
defeated Central Powers.

Woodrow Wilson

The Treaty of Versailles dealt specifically with Germany
Georges Clemenceau

Summary of Germany
terms

David Lloyd George

Territory

Germany to lose 13% of land and all overseas
territory

Reparations

Germany to pay $6.6 billion

Armaments

Army reduced to 100,000 men, no tanks, no
submarines, no air force, only 6 battleships

War Guilt

Germany to accept complete blame for the war

Find out more about the treaty:

League of Nations

Germany forbidden to join the League of Nations.

https://youtu.be/TViVAmSlLG4

Term 5: The Effects of the Peace Treaty
Key outcomes of the treaties
were the separation of the
Central Powers into
independent countries. Many
of these new countries
struggled to create security
and economic prosperity.
Germany and Austria were
forbidden from uniting again,
German territory was given to
other nations.

In Nov 1918,the German
King abdicated and a new
German government was
formed called the Weimar
Republic. This new
government faced many
opponents from the
outset.
Many people in Germany
felt that this new
government had betrayed
them by signing the Treaty
of Versailles

Term 5 – The Weimar Republic

9th November 1918: Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicates his throne, there are several protests and a mutiny
of German sailors in Kiel.
11th November 1918: The Armistice is signed.
5th-12th January 1919: The Spartacist Uprising in Berlin. Leaders include Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg. The Freikorps suppress the rebellion.
February-June 1919: Weimar National Assembly established. Friedrich Ebert is elected President.
28th June 1919: Germany signs the Treaty of Versailles - the peace treaty that ends the First World
War.
13th March 1920: The Kapp Putsch - A revolt in Berlin led by Wolfgang Kapp supported by the
Freikorps. A strike brings the Putsch to an end.
11th January 1923: Occupation of the Ruhr - French and Belgian troops occupy the Ruhr industrial
region as Germany had stopped paying reparations.
1923: Hyperinflation begins - Prices begin to rise rapidly made worse by the printing of money to
pay striking workers in the Ruhr. The Reichsmark becomes worthless.
13th August 1923: Gustav Stresemann becomes Chancellor and Foreign Minister
8th November 1923: The Munich Putsch - The Nazis attempt a failed putsch in Munich. Hitler is sent
to Landsberg prison for his role in it.
August 1924: The Dawes Plan - The agreement helps Germany with its reparations.

More on the rise of Hitler here:
https://youtu.be/jFICRFKtAc4

18th July 1925: Mein Kampf, Hitler’s book is published with his ideas for Germany.
16th October 1925: The Locarno Pact - Germany agrees to the border set out in the Treaty of
Versailles.
14th February 1926: The Bamberg Conference - Hitler meets with leading Nazis to reorganize the
party and cement his authority.
8th September 1926: Germany is admitted to the League of Nations. This had been prohibited under
the Treaty of Versailles.
27th August 1928: The Kellogg-Briand Pact is agreed, binds nations into an agreement not to use
war as a method of solving disputes.
31st August 1929: Young Plan agreed, significantly reduces German reparations and gives Germany
longer to pay them.

3rd October 1929: Gustav Stresemann dies
29th October 1929: Wall Street Crash - US Stock market crashes triggering events that lead to the
Great Depression in the 1930s.
31st July 1932: The Nazis win 230 seats in the Reichstag election making them the largest party. 37%
of voters support Hitler and the Nazis.
30th January 1933: Hitler appointed Chancellor of Germany

Countdown to War
Term 6 – The Road
to War

After the First World War, the League of Nations had been set up to enforce the peace
treaties and prevent war. In the 1930s it began to crumble, politicians turned to a new
way to keep the peace - appeasement. This was the policy of giving Hitler what he
wanted to stop him from going to war. It was based on the idea that what Hitler wanted
was reasonable and, when his reasonable demands had been satisfied, he would stop.

Although historians recognise appeasement in the actions of Britain and France before
1938, the Sudeten Crisis of 1938 is the key example of appeasement in action. Neville
Chamberlain was the British prime minister who believed in appeasement.
1920s

Hitler forms his foreign policy – he aimed to: Destroy the Treaty of
Versailles, create Lebensraum, unite all German speakers and to
defeat communism

1935

Hitler begin the rearmament programme and introduces
conscription

March 1936

Hitler marches into demilitarised Rhineland, breaking the Treaty of
Versailles. Soldiers are told to retreat if they are stopped by France
or Britain, but they are not

Feb-Mar
1938

Hitler completes the Anschluss (uniting) with Austria. Austrian
Nazis demand a union with Germany. Hitler sends troops in to
intimidate - 99% of Austrians vote for Anschluss

Sept 1938

Hitler tries to take the Sudetenland. Chamberlain & Hitler meet Hitler is given the Sudetenland in return for promises he has no
more territorial ambitions

March 1939

Hitler invades and takes the whole of Czechoslovakia. Britain begins
to prepare for war, appeasement is abandoned.

Aug 1939

The Nazi Soviet Pact between Germany and Russia, they agree to
split Poland between them and to remain friends.

Sept 1939

Hitler invades Poland on 1st September. Britain declares war on 3rd
September. The Second World War begins.

In 1938, Germans living in the border areas of Czechoslovakia (the Sudetenland) started
to demand a union with Hitler's Germany. The Czechs refused and Hitler threatened war.
On 30 September during the Munich Agreement - without asking Czechoslovakia Britain and France gave the Sudetenland to Germany.

Appeasement in an
international context is a
diplomatic policy of
making political or
material concessions to
an aggressive power in
order to avoid conflict
British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain meeting Hitler in 1938

Watch this short clip to see how the news
reported the agreements at the time:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0uOsPBSKPo

In 1963, Historian A. J. P. Taylor said…
“Hitler had no plan. He waited to see what the other countries did. Noone tried to stop him. Britain let him take Czechoslovakia. Hitler did not
think that Britain would go to war over Poland. Others provided Hitler with
the opportunities and he took them. The leaders of Europe are as much to
blame for war as Hitler.”

In 1967, Historian Alan Bullock
disagreed. He argued:
“Hitler said the German
people needed living space in
Eastern Europe. He knew this
would lead to war. He wrote
about going to war in his
book ‘Mein Kampf.’ He always
intended to go to war, no
matter what anyone did to try
to stop him.”

On 15 March 1939, German troops marched
into Czechoslovakia. Hitler's invasion of
Czechoslovakia was the end of appeasement
for several reasons:
• it proved that Hitler had been lying at
Munich
• it showed that Hitler was not just
interested in a 'Greater Germany' (the
Czechs were not Germans)
• on 17th March, Chamberlain gave a speech
saying that he could not trust Hitler not to
invade other countries
• on 31st March, Chamberlain guaranteed to
defend Poland if Germany invaded

Was appeasement the right policy?

World War Two

Key Events

The Phoney War (September 1939‒April 1940)
Hitler conquered Poland. There was no other major activity on land, although there were actions at sea. Historians believe that this period saw very little
action as all countries involved were biding their time and waiting for the other to make the first move. The governments of Germany, Britain and France
began to issue propaganda. The British government even flew over Germany but, rather than dropping bombs, they dropped propaganda leaflets. Very little
of military significance happened that was noticeable. However, all countries were developing their military bases and new technologies. People began to get
frustrated and some evacuated children were sent home because people felt there was no point staying in the countryside when there were no bombs to
worry about.

Blitzkreig (April 1940‒June 1940)
The Nazis conquered Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France. The British Expeditionary Force was trapped at Dunkirk, but managed to withdraw by
sea back to Britain. On 4th June, 1940, Winston Churchill delivered one of the most famous speeches of all time to the House of Commons in Westminster. In
it, he warned about the possibility of a German invasion of Britain and said to the inspiration of many: ”We shall defend our island, whatever the cost may be.
We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight on the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills; we shall never
surrender.”

Britain and the empire stands alone (July 1940‒June 1941)
•Britain withstood the German Airforce, called the Luftwaffe, in the Battle of Britain (July‒September 1940).
•But Britain was alone, and in great danger of losing the war.
•The Luftwaffe bombed London for 76 nights running (the Blitz), then other cities such as Coventry. People took cover in air raid shelters; some were made of
corrugated iron in gardens; others were located inside train stations and tunnels.
•The British were driven out of Greece and most of North Africa.
•The British ran out of money, and had to sign the Lend-Lease Agreement with America (America sold arms to Britain, to be paid back after the war).

Here is a link to an overview of WW2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUqy-OQvVtI

The tide turns (1941‒1943)
•In June 1941, Hitler invaded Russia, known as Operation Barbarossa. This brought Russia back into the war, this time
against Germany. The failure of Operation Barbarossa was the first major German defeat.
•In December 1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour. This brought America into the war.
•As a result the Allies gradually began to win the war:
•In June 1942 the Americans defeated the Japanese at the Battle of Midway.
•In November 1942 the British won the Battle of El-Alamein in Egypt.
•In January 1943 the Russians defeated the Nazis at the Battle of Stalingrad.
Victory (1943‒1945)
•In 1944, the Nazis launched V-1 rockets, known as doodlebugs, which fell randomly in southern Britain.
But:
•After D-Day on 6 June 1944, Germany was gradually driven back in Western Europe by the British, Americans and their allies.
•The Americans and British continued the strategic bombing campaign on German cities.
•The Russians advanced in Eastern Europe and in April they reached Berlin. Hitler committed suicide.
•Germany surrendered and war came to an end in Europe shortly afterwards and VE Day was announced on 8 May 1945. Winston Churchill announced this
with caution: ”We may allow ourselves a brief period of rejoicing; but let us not forget for a moment the toil and efforts that lie ahead”. He was speaking of
Japan, where the war would continue for three months more.
•On 6 August 1945, the Americans dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima, and again on Nagasaki on 9 August. Within weeks Japan surrendered, and VJ Day
was announced 15 August 1945. By this stage, Winston Churchill was no longer Prime Minister. Clement Attlee had taken over following a general election in
which the majority of people voted for a Labour government believing that they would help them more in recovering from the destruction of war. Attlee said,
at midnight, “The last of our enemies is laid low”.

World War Two created a new world:
It has been estimated that 50 million people died in World War Two.
The old empires of France and Britain were ruined. A 'wind of change' meant that by the end of the 1960s
almost all the old colonies of the British Empire had gained their independence.
America and Russia were the new 'superpowers', and immediately started on a Cold War.
The dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki created a world which was terrified by the
threat of atomic war.
Germany was divided, and remained so until 1990.
The League of Nations was disbanded. Instead, a new United Nations was declared.

A good analysis of WW2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q78COTwT7nE

Should the bomb have been dropped?

The Holocaust
1933
Summer 1935

Hitler's 'brownshirts' stood outside Jewish shops and persuaded Germans to
boycott them.
'Jews not wanted here' posters began to go up around Germany.

The Nuremberg Laws deprived Jewish people of their civil rights. They were
forbidden to vote and they were not allowed to marry Germans. Other laws
September 1935
were passed forbidding them to go out at night or own a bicycle, among other
things.

After 1919, Jewish people in Germany were free and legally equal and
often felt more German than Jewish. Many were wealthy and successful.
But there was an undercurrent of anti-Jewish racism, called 'antiSemitism', in Germany. Hitler appealed to this anti-Semitism by blaming
the Jewish people for Germany's defeat in the First World War. Nazi racescientists incorrectly claimed that the Jewish people were sub-human.
As soon as Hitler came to power he introduced a programme
of persecution. The Nuremberg Laws (1935) deprived Jewish people of
many of their civil rights. On 9 November 1938, Kristallnacht or the 'Night
of Broken Glass' took place. Jewish businesses, synagogues and homes
were attacked and destroyed. This was a response to the assassination of
a German diplomat by a Polish Jewish man in Paris.
After the outbreak of World War Two in 1939, the Nazis stepped up the
persecution of the Jewish people:
•They were herded into over-crowded 'ghettos'.
•After 1941, following the invasion of the Soviet Union, Nazi death-squads,
called ‘Einsatzgruppen', murdered more than a million Jewish people in
eastern Europe.
•In 1942, a Nazi conference at Wannsee decided on the 'Final Solution' –
the Jewish people were to be systematically taken to camps such as
Auschwitz and gassed.
Nobody knows exactly how many Jewish people died during the Holocaust,
but the usual figure given is 6 million.

9 November 1938

January 1939

Kristallnacht was when Jewish businesses, synagogues and homes were
destroyed. Many Jewish men were killed or put in concentration camps.
Hitler accused the Jewish people of stirring up other countries against
Germany. He threatened them with annihilation if a war broke out.

1940

In many towns, Jewish people were forced to leave their homes and go to live
in Jewish areas, or 'ghettos', where they were forbidden to earn a wage. Many
starved to death.

1941

All Jewish people were forced to wear a yellow Star of David.

1941

In eastern Europe, Nazi Einsatzgruppen rounded up and murdered over a
million Jewish people.

1942

Wannsee Conference: In January, the decision was taken for a 'Final Solution
to the Jewish Problem' – to exterminate all the Jewish people in Europe.
Camps were built at places such as Auschwitz and Jewish people were
rounded up and sent there to be gassed. Jewish prisoners were organised into
Sonderkommando units to burn the bodies in the crematoria. Others were
worked to death in labour camps to help the war effort.

The 'Death Marches'. As the Russians advanced, the SS guards marched the
Jewish people to concentration camps in the west. Many Jewish people died
Winter 1944‒1945 on the marches. Many were killed because they could not keep up. When they
reached camps such as Bergen-Belsen in West Germany, they were crammed
in in such numbers that they died of starvation or disease.

How do waves form?
Waves are created by wind blowing over the surface of the sea.
As the wind blows over the sea, friction is created - producing
a swell in the water.
The size of the wave is determined by:
1. Fetch – how far the wave has travelled
2. Strength of the wind
3. How long it has been windy

YEAR 9/GCSE Geography - Coasts
•
•
•

Constructive waves
Low and long waves.
Low frequency of waves (6-8 waves a minute).
The swash is more powerful than the backwash, so sediment is
deposited on the beach.

Waves start out at sea.

2

As waves approaches the shore, friction slows the
base.

3

This causes the orbit to become elliptical.

4

Until the top of the wave breaks over.

•
•
•

Destructive waves
Steep and high waves.
High frequency of waves (10-15 waves a minute).
The backwash is more powerful than the swash, so sediment is
eroded away from the beach (destroying the beach).

Types of erosion
Hydraulic power – As the
powerful waves smash into the
cliff face, air is compressed in
the small cracks of the rock and
breaks fragments off.

Attrition – eroded material in
the sea bumps into other and
eventually wears down –
materials becomes smaller and
more rounded.

Stage One - Water seeps
into cracks and fractures in
the rock.

Stage Two - When the
water freezes, it expands
about 9%. This wedges
apart the rock. Water can
travel deeper into crack

Why do waves break?
1

Mechanical Weathering Example: Freeze-thaw
weathering

Abrasion/corrasion – strong
waves picks up rocks and
pebbles. These are then
smashed into the cliff face
which breaks new rock
fragments off.

Solution - when certain types of
cliff dissolve as a result of weak
acids in the sea.

Stage Three - It thaws and
the water seeps further
into the cracks. With
repeated freeze-thaw
cycles, the rock breaks off.
Chemical weathering is the breakdown of rock
through changing its chemical composition.
When rainwater hits rock it decomposes it or
eats it away. This is known as carbonation. This
occurs when slightly acidic (carbonic) rain or
sea water comes into contact with
sedimentary rock, such as limestone or chalk,
it causes it to dissolve.
A chemical reaction occurs between the acidic
water and the calcium carbonate and forms
calcium bicarbonate. This is soluble and is
carried away in solution.

Mass Movement
Mass Movement is the downhill movement of cliff material under the influence of gravity
and extreme weather changes.

Bays and Headlands
Headlands form along discordant coastlines where bands of soft and hard rock outcrop at
right angles to the coastline (see image below). Due to the different nature of the rock
erosion occurs at different rates. Less resistant rock (e.g. boulder clay) erodes more rapidly
than more resistant rock (e.g. chalk).
The bands of soft rock, such as sand and clay, erode more quickly than those of more
resistant rock, such as chalk. This leaves a section of land jutting out into the sea called a
headland. The areas where the soft rock has eroded away, next to the headland, are called
bays. Sandy beaches are often found the sheltered bays where waves lose energy, and their
capacity to transport material decreases resulting in material being deposited.
Discordant and
Concordant Coastlines

Wave-cut platform
A wave-cut platform is formed when (1) The sea attacks a weakness in the base of the cliff.
For example, this could be a joint in chalk. (2) A wave-cut notch is created by erosional
processes such as hydraulic power and abrasion. (3) As the notch becomes larger the cliff
becomes unstable and collapses as the result of gravity. (4) The cliff retreats inland. (5) The
material from the collapsed cliff face is eroded and transported away. This leaves a wave-cut
platform. (6) The process repeats over time as the cliff collapses and retreats repeatedly.

Where coastlines vary in
bands of soft and hard
rock are called discordant
coastlines. A concordant
coastline is where the
same rock runs along the
length of the coast and
normally has fewer bays
and headlands. Along the
coastline of Dorset, there
are both – the
concordant coastline runs
from west to east along
the south coast, but the
discordant coastline runs
from Studland Bay to
Durlston Head as the
geology changes from
clay and sands, to chalk
and limestone.

Erosion of Headlands
Headlands are normally made of resistant rock, so do not erode easily. However, when they do
erode, they form these landforms as shown in the diagram below:

Process of transportation
Once sediment has been eroded from the cliff face, it will then be transported. There are
4 different ways which sediment can be transported.

Key Words
Fetch, constructive, destructive, freeze-thaw weathering, chemical weathering, carbonic
acid, hydraulic power, abrasion, attrition, solution, mass movement, rock fall, landslide,
slumping, mud slide, bay, headland, concordant coast, discordant coast, wave-cut
platform, wave-cut notch, erosion, deposition, transportation, cave, arch, stack, stump,
suspension, traction, solution, saltation, longshore drift, swash, backwash
Longshore Drift
Longshore drift is the movement of material along the shore by wave action. It happens when: (1) waves
approach the beach at an angle, (2) the swash (waves moving up the beach) carries material up and along
the beach. (3) the backwash (waves moving back down the beach) carries material back down the beach
at right angles. This is the result of gravity. (4) This process slowly moves material along the beach and
provides a link between erosion and deposition. Material is transported through suspension, traction,
solution and saltation. Longshore drift provides a link between erosion, transportation and deposition.

Coastal Deposition
Deposition is when material that is being transported is dropped by constructive
waves, as the waves lose their energy.
Deposition happens when the swash is stronger than the backwash and is
associated with constructive waves.
Deposition is likely to occur whenever wave energy is reduced, such as where:
• waves enter an area of shallow water;
• waves enter a sheltered area, e.g. a bay;
• there is little wind;
• a river or estuary flows into the sea;
• or, where there is a good supply of material and the amount of material being
transported is greater than the wave energy can transport.

Depositional Landforms – Spits and Bars
A spit is a landform of coastal deposition and is formed when longshore drift moves material along
a coastline. Where the coastline changes direction, or the power of the waves is reduced because it
meets a river or estuary, material being transported by the sea is deposited. The sediment which is
deposited usually builds up over the years to form a long ridge of material (usually sand or shingle)
called a spit. An example of this is Hurst Castle Spit in Hampshire, or Mudeford Spit in Dorset. Over
time, the shape of the spit can change, often due to changes in wind directions or river discharge
during storms. This can cause it to become hook shaped, trapping sediment to form a salt marsh
habitat.

Depositional Landform - Beaches
The beach is the area between the lowest spring tide level and the point reached by
the storm waves in the highest tides. Every beach is different but they are usually
made up of material deposited on top of a wave-cut platform and are formed from
sand, shingle or pebbles, or mud and silt.
A sandy beach is usually formed in sheltered bays, where constructive waves with
low energy transport material onto the shore: The swash is stronger than the
backwash so the material is moved up the beach.

However, a pebble beach is usually found
where there are waves of high energy
(destructive waves) and this causes a
steeper gradient as the strong backwash
erode away the beach, leaving only the
largest material (pebbles).

Similarly, longshore drift will continue
transporting and depositing sediment and if
this continues in the same direction long
enough, it will connect up with another
headland creating a bar. The water behind the
bar is cut off and becomes a lagoon. As it is a
low energy zone, over time, deposition may
fill in the lagoon to create a saltmarsh.

Depositional Landform – Sand Dune
For a sand dune to form there needs to be 3 main ingredients:
1. A large amount of loose, dry sand
2. Wind to move the grains of sand
3. An obstacle that causes the sand to lose momentum and
settle, e.g. plant or driftwood
Sand Dune - Wind Force
In the UK, most dunes are located on the south
west and the north east coasts. This is because
of prevailing winds coming across the Atlantic
and the North Sea. If there was no wind, there
would be no sand dunes!

Sand Dune Supply of Sediment
Generally, 20% of the sand is blown up the beach from the
foreshore (between the high and low tide mark), when it is
exposed at low tide. 80% is blown onto the dunes from the
backshore (the area between the high tide line and the
dunes). This is because the sand is drier and thus lighter.
The beginnings of a dune…

Wind-blown sand is generally moved up the beach through creep (rolling) or
saltation (bouncing). It builds up against the obstacle, then as the dune grows,
moves over the top, slipping down the slipface into the dune slack between
dunes.
For a sand dune system to develop, it follows a progression from the harsh environment of an embryo dune to the intricate ecosystem of a
mature dune. Grains of sand gradually move from the embryo dune towards the mature dunes. The diagram below which shows how each
stage differs.

Protecting our coastline
Our coastlines need to be protected for
many economic, social and environmental
reasons, though it is important to
remember we cannot protect everything.
In order to protect coastlines from constant
erosion and weathering, people have used
2 different groups of engineering methods
to minimise change. These are:
1. Hard Engineering methods - involves
building and using structures made of
solid materials such as steal concrete
or rocks. The main idea is to stop the
waves eroding the coast. However,
they can be very costly and could
cause visual pollution
2. Soft engineering methods – these
work with the physical and natural
processes within an area rather than
building large man made structures to
protect the land from wave attack.
These methods are usually based on
preserving and managing the beach
or dunes.
Take a look at the table to find out different
examples of each type…

Protecting our coastline – Case Study –Bournemouth
Bournemouth Beach Management Scheme is a programme of work, planned from
2015 to 2032 to:
• Replace Bournemouth’s existing 53 groynes
• Construct an additional three new groynes
• Replace the groyne at Hengistbury Head known as ‘Long Groyne’
• Replenish the beach every five years
What work is taking place at Bournemouth Beach?
A phased programme of work is planned over 17 years. This is to replace the existing 53 groynes
and install an additional three, as well as replacing the groyne at Hengistbury Head known as the
Long Groyne.

The first phase involved the replacement of 30 groynes. These are along the coast from
Southbourne to Hengistbury Head. Beach replenishment has taken place between Bournemouth
and Boscombe Piers and to the east of Boscombe Pier. 320,000 m3 of sand was replaced during
autumn/winter 2015/16. There will be beach replenishment taking place once every five years. The
first phase ran from autumn 2015 until 2020. The second and third phases (up to year 2032) will
replace the remaining 29 groynes. These are along the seafront from Southbourne to Alum Chine.
There will also be a further two beach replenishment operations. The locations of the future beach
replenishments will be determined nearer the time, by continually monitor beach levels and
assessing which areas need attention.
How is the beach replenished of sand?
Sand is dredged from a licensed area of seabed, for example, to the South East of the Isle of Wight.
It is brought by dredger close to the section of beach where it will be deposited. The sand is then
pumped through a long pipe on to the beach. The sand is mixed with water to assist it being
pumped. As the mixture exits the pipe the water flows back in to the sea leaving the new sand
behind. The beach is then levelled using bulldozers.
How much will it cost?
The total cost of the entire project (phases 1 – 3) is £50m approximately. The majority is funded
by the Environment Agency and a small proportion by Council funding and local levy.

Why is the work necessary?
The work is required to ensure that Bournemouth’s coastline continues to be
protected from coastal erosion in the future.
Groynes were originally installed along the coastline in 1915. Groynes control beach
material and prevent undermining of the promenade seawall. Groynes interrupt
wave action and protect the beach from being washed away by longshore drift.
Longshore drift is the wave action that slowly erodes the beach.
The sea wall and groynes alone will not protect the coastline. The beach is eroded
over time by wave action and the longshore drift. The sand must be dredged and
pumped back on to the beach to maintain it.

It is important that the beach is maintained as it is one of the UK’s biggest
attractions: There is an estimated 4.5 million visitors per year as well as being
enjoyed by thousands of residents.
What would happen if we did not do the work?
The life span of a groyne is around 25 years. They must be replaced periodically to
ensure the coastline continues to be protected. The process for removing and
replacing each groyne can take up to two months. The groynes would eventually
deteriorate and no longer be effective, if not replaced. The beach would eventually
be washed away. The sea wall would become exposed and disintegrate, exposing the
cliffs to further erosion.

Key questions for this topic. Use the command word to help answer them appropriately when instructed to do so.
This could also be used as a revision activity, getting someone else to ask you the question and confirm the answer against your ‘master’ answer.

1. What are the 2 types of waves? How do they create different beach profiles?(describe-4)
Constructive waves are…
they form…
Whereas, Destructive waves are….
and create….
2. What are the 5 types of erosion? (describe – 4)
Corrasion is….
Abrasion is…
Attrition is…
Solution is…
Hydraulic Action is…
3. What are the processes of mass movement? (describe - 4)
Rockfalls occur when…
Landslides…
Mudflow…
Rotational slumps…
4. Explain how the process of deposition leads to the formation of distinctive coastal landforms (explain – 4)
Longshore drift is the process by which….
This creates landforms such as…
5. Explain how coastal landforms are created by erosion (explain - 6)
Headlands and bays are formed by…
Caves, arches and stacks are formed when…
Wave-cut platforms…

Key questions for this topic. Use the command word to help answer them appropriately when instructed to do so.
This could also be used as a revision activity, getting someone else to ask you the question and confirm the answer against your ‘master’ answer.

6. Describe the coastal process operating at Swanage (describe - 4)
The indented coastline at Swanage is known as a ‘discordant’ coastline, this creates…
by….

Whereas the south facing coastline is ‘concordant’, this means that…

7. Using your own knowledge, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of hard engineering at the coast? (discuss – 6)
In Bournemouth £____million is being spent over ____years to protect the coast, this is done by…
Advantages of this include…
Whereas, disadvantages…

8. To what extent do soft engineering strategies actually ‘protect’ the coast? (to what extent-6)
One example of a soft engineering strategy is __________. While it has benefits, such as…

Downsides include…
…overall...

This term in BVT you will be involved in a
debate.
You will need to follow a format and it will
involve some research as well.

Year 9 BVT: Debate it!
Written Format
Some people will agree with this statement (peoples reaction)
because… (explain reasons)

You can choose what topic you do, from
choosing one of the statements below.
Statements to choose from:

“Abortion is always wrong”
“Euthanasia should be legalised in England”
“Religion is the cause of war”
“No war is justified”

“Peaceful protest never works”
“Countries should not have Weapons of Mass destruction”
“Pollution is impossible to stop”
“We are abusing our power over animals and the environment”
“There will always be discrimination in the world”
“Men and women are equal in Britain”
“Same sex couples should not be allowed to get married in church”

For example … (add evidence).
This is supported by ____ religion who believe….

The impact of believing this could be … (consider the impacts)
Therefore I mostly agree / disagree because… (Therefore /
conclusion)

Research:
You will need to:
• Look into your topic – what is it about? Why do people have
different beliefs and opinions about it?
• Look into reasons FOR and AGAINST the statement
• Look at examples or case studies
• Research statistics

Religious Beliefs about Life

BVT: Debate it! Religious Beliefs

Sanctity of Life

Quality of Life

No human has the right to take away
life
“Thou shall not kill” – 10
Commandments
“I your God, give life and take it
away” Bible

Buddhists are against human suffering as
part of their 5 precepts, so find ending life
acceptable if suffering is ended
The Dali Lama said “Where a person is going
to die and keeping them alive leads to more
suffering, then termination of their life is
permitted”.
Buddhists show compassion and love for
other humans

Religious Beliefs about war, violence and peace
Violence / war is justified

Violence and war is never justified

“An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” Old
testament
“Declare a Holy War, call in the troops” Old
testament
“Fight in the name of Allah, those that fight you”
Qur’an
JUST war for Christians and Muslims: If no innocent
people are harmed and it is for a just cause

“We forgive those who trespass (sin) against us” Lord’s Prayer
“Those who pardon… are rewarded by God” Qur’an
“Love you enemies and pray for those that persecute you”
Jesus
“Those that live by the sword, die by the sword” Jesus
“Hatred with no cease (end) by hatred, but by love alone” Dali
Lama
Buddhists follow the 5 precepts to not harm anything living

Religious Beliefs about Environment / Animals
Protecting environment and animals rights

Humans are more important
than animals

“The earth is the Lord’s and everything in it”
Bible
“The world is green and beautiful and Allah
appointed us stewards over it” Qur’an
Muslims believe in Ummah – which means
community.
God appointed humans with dominion
(responsibility) to look after the world – called
stewardship
Animal testing is cruel and does not show
stewardship
Pope John Paul wrote “We must abandon these
factories of death” talking about
animal testing labs
Many religions are vegetarian

God gave humans dominion
(power) over animals.
God created animals for humans
to eat
Animal experimentation can be
used to help humans such as
advances in medical procedure or
cures for diseases.
Sikhs believing SEWA – meaning
service to other humans. For this
reason they are pro animal
testing for medical reasons to
help other humans
Humans life is sacred and should
be preserved at whatever cost

Religious Beliefs about Inequality: Gender, Race and homosexuality
Equality

Inequality

God made man in his image therefore we are all equal
God is all loving
“Neither Jew or Greek, male or female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus”
Old Testament
Muhammad said “I command you to be kind to women”
The parable of the Good Samaritan
The first Anglican Bishop was appointed in 2014
Martin Luther King fought for equality in race peacefully, as did Nelson
Mandela – however not always peacefully.
Quakers are for same sex relationships

Muslim women are not allowed to
become Imams (Muslim leaders) or
pray at the front of the mosque
In the Catholic church women are
not allowed to become priests
“If your lusts on men in preference
to woman… we rain down a shower
of stones” Qur’an

Introduction: Muslims in Britain
Within Britain there are about 3 million Muslims. This is about
5% of the population, compared to just over 50% who are
Christian. Though despite this small %, studies show that it is
the fastest growing religion worldwide and within Britain. So,
studying how Muslims live in Britain is important.

Mosques
You would have already learnt that Muslims pray 5 times a day. This is very important
to them, especially Friday night prayer. Muslims pray in their Mosque, their place of
worship.
The priest that runs the mosque and prayer is called an Imam. However, prayer
follows Rak’ah. This is a set prayer of movements and words said. Muslims pray at

mosque in the prayer Hall as a group to show Ummah – Brotherhood or Community.

Year 9 – BVT

British Muslims
Key vocabulary
Adhan
Mosque
Wudu
Imam
Rak’ah
Ummah
Minbar
Mihrab
Minaret

Minbar

However, Friday Night prayer is slightly different as Muslims receive a sermon
from their Imam also.
The mosque and worship contains different features Here are some important ones:
Adhan – call to prayer
Wudu – washing before prayer
Prayer hall – large room where men pray at mosque
Minbar – like a pulpit, where the Imam conducts sermons on Friday Prayer
Mihrab – an alcove that faces Makkah. This is at the front of the Prayer hall. The Imam
prays here.
Minaret - the tower of the mosque, from which the call of prayer comes from.
Mosques are important for different reasons:
 Prayer and reflection
 To show your faith to Allah
 Community
 Teaching: Muslim children / young adults are taught about Muslim ways of life and
to read the Qur’an

Rak’ah movements

Pray hall, with pray
mats imprinted into
carpet floor

The mosque to the
left is in Britain.
The mosque to the
right is in the
Middle East. Both
look different but
both have the
similar features
needed for
worship.

“Allahu Akbar”
First line of prayer meaning
God is Supreme.
“Prostrate and draw near to
Allah” Qur’an

Festival of Eid
Eid is a festival that celebrates the end of the pillar Sawm (fasting) which
happens during the month of Ramadan.
All Muslims worldwide celebrate this at the same time (the 9th Islamic Month)
The Festival is to celebrate the end of the month Muslims fast. This period is
important because:
 Fasting allows Muslims to spiritually focus on Allah
 The month of Ramadan was when the Qur’an was sent down to Muhammad
 It develops Muslims determination and resilience
 It allows Muslims to feel grateful for what they have; this is also the month
that Muslims give charity or Zakah for the poor.

British Muslims
Key vocabulary
Sawm
Ramadan
Zakah
Eid
Hijab
Niqab
Burka

Therefore, the Festival is a celebration of the achievement of this.

Eid is broken by a large family feast and
exchanging gifts. Muslims wear new clothes
and spend the day with families, friends and
communities. Muslims go to mosque and
attend Eid prayers. Muslims in the UK are
given the day off work and school.

Celebrations of Eid in the UK and around the world

Women
Women play an important role in Islam. They are mothers and wives and
as family is very important to Allah, their role is very important.






Islam says men and women are equal in the sight of Allah. They’re
accountable for their own actions and will be judged equally by Allah.
“Be you a man or woman, you are equal to the other” Qur’an
Men and women have different roles. Women are to look after
children and the family. Men are to provide for the family.
Women are not allowed to become an Imam (Islamic leader), nor are
they allowed to pray at the front of the mosque

Muslim Women headscarf's
In the Qur’an it says that women should cover their modesty “draw their
veils over their body and not display their beauty except to their husbands
and family”. Qur’an
It does not suggest covering their face and many women choose not to
even cover their head. It is a Muslim woman’s choice and not forced upon
her.

Islamophobia
Islamophobia is the prejudice against, hatred towards
or fear of the religion Islam or Muslims
A recent Newsround survey of Muslim children revealed: 4 of every 10
Muslim children asked thought the news showed Islam in a bad way. 1 in 3
Muslim kids had been bullied, and 4 in 10 of those believed it was because of
their religion. Nearly 7 out of 10 Muslim kids identified themselves as a
Muslim rather than British.

British Muslims
Key vocabulary
Islamophobia
Prejudice
Jihad
Radicalised

Where does prejudice
come from?

The word “Islam” is derived from the word meaning “peace” in
Arabic. Islam is a religion revealed to mankind with the intention of
presenting a peaceful life where compassion to others is important.

“O You who believe! Enter absolutely into peace (Islam). Do not follow
in the footsteps of Satan. He is an outright enemy to you.” Quran.
Muslim terrorists have been radicalised and taken advantage of,
by groups such as ISIS who are NOT religious and want to dominate,
gain control and strike FEAR into the west.
They have been radicalised and indoctrinated to misinterpret their
faith.

Jihad
Jihad means the struggle for Allah. Greater jihad is a Muslims inner
spiritual struggle e.g. to follow Allah’s wishes.
Lesser Jihad is a Muslim’s external struggle to preserve Islam for
Allah. This is to defend Allah and Islam.
Muhammad said “The best jihad is the word of justice in front of an
oppressive ruler”. This means that lesser Jihad should be used to fight
for Muslims being oppressed in the world.

Is it not surprising that with news headlines like this, that
some people get their facts wrong about Muslims?
Why is the word “Muslim” used in these
headlines. These stories are about violent
attacks. Does their religion have
something to do with this? What do you
think?

¿Por qué visitar Salisbury / Downton?
Mi ciudad / mi pueblo está en el sur / sur-oeste (it is in the south / south
west)
está ubicado/a en el sur de Inglaterra (is situated in the south of England)

La ciudad / es pequeña/ grande / tranquila / interesante / llena de cosas que
hacer (the town / it is small / big / quiet / interesting / full of things to do)
Está situado/a en el campo / cerca de un bosque / al lado del mar (it is
situated in the countryside / near a forest / by the sea)

FRENCH YEAR 9: ADVERTISING MY TOWN / DESCRIBING A FRENCH TOWN OR TOURIST
ATTRACTION
en el verano / en el otoño / en el invierno / en la primavera(in summer /
autumn / winter / spring)
si llueve / nieva / hace frío/ calor (if it rains / snows / is cold, hot)
cuando hace buen tiempo / mal tiempo (when it’s nice / horrible weather)
se puede... (you / one can)
visitar / hacer / ver / nadar / jugar / relajarse / ir (visit / do / see / swim / play
/ relax / go)
Es facíl (it’s easy to)
desplazarse / viajar (get around / travel)

a ... km de (... kilometers from)

hay / tenemo (there is, are / we have)
no hay / no tenemos (there isn’t, aren’t / we don’t have)
La ciudad / el pueblo es ... (the town / village is...)
mucho / lleno de / bastante (lots of / full of / enough)

las tiendas / los espacios verdes / los árboles/ las plantas/ las flores/ los
campos (shops / green spaces / trees / plants/ fields)
See opposite for a full list of places in a town

más (more)
menos (less)
tranquilo/a (quiet)
ruidoso/a (noisy)
sucio/a (dirty)
limpio/a (clean)

En el pasado / hace xx años / antes (in the past / xx years ago/ before)
Mi barrio / pueblo / ciudad (my neighbourhood / village / town)
Era / no era (was / wasn’t)
Más / meno (more / less)

Tenía / no tenía (It had / didn’t have)

mucha gente (lots of people)
más basura (more rubbbish)
menos contaminación (less pollution)
un problema con la delincuencia
(crime)
menos edificios (fewer buildings)

un aeropuerto (an airport)
un ayuntamiento = (town hall)
un castillo (a castle)
un centro commercial (a shopping centre)
un cine (a cinema)
un colegio (a secondary school)
un estación de trenes = (train station)
un estadio (a stadium)
una hamburguesería (a fast-food restaurant)
un hospital = (hospital)
una iglesia (a church)
un mercado (a market)
un museo (a museum)
un palacio (a palace)
un parque (a park)
un polideportivo = (sports hall)
un puerto (a port)
un supermercado (a supermarket)
una universidad (a university)

¡Visita!!
¡ Visite... ! (visit)
¡ Venga ! ( come)
¡ Venga a ver! (come and see)
Aproveche... (take advantage of)
Si le interesa (if you’re interested in...)
Si le gusta (if you like)
Si es un fan de... (if you’re a fan of...)
Si busca... (if you’re looking for)
Si quire... (if you want)

Comparatives (more than/less than)
más + adjective + que
Southampton es más grande que Salisbury
Southampton is bigger (more big) than Salisbury
menos + adjective + que
Salisbury es menos grande que Southampton
Salisbury is smaller (less big) than Southampton
Superlatives (the most/the least)

To say the most you need to use el, la, los, las
+ más + adjective
Salisbury es la más bonita
(Salisbury is the prettiest)
To say the least you need to use el, la, los, las
+ menos + adjective
Salisbury es la menos bonita
Salisbury is the least pretty

The imperfect tense = was ….. / used to …..
•
When the verb has the –AR, -ER, -IR ending it is called the INFINITIVE.
•
Remove the –AR, -ER, -IR
•
Dd the correct ending for the person who is speaking
 Hablar = habl_ = hablaba = I used to speak
 Leer = le_ = Leía = I used to read
 Vivir = viv_ = vivía (I used to live)

yo
tú
él, ella
nosotros
vosotros
Ellos

(I)
(you)
(he/she)
(we)
(you)
(they)

AR
aba
abas
aba
ábamos
ais
aban

IR/ER
ía
ías
ía
íamos
íais
ían

Modal verbs
Modal verbs are verbs which require a second verb.
In English, can, must, should etc are all modals as they need a second verb to make sense.
Se puede = one can is a modal verb.
It comes from the verb ‘poder’, which means ‘to be able to’.
puedo
puedes
puede
podemos
podéis
pueden

= I can
= you can
= he/she/one can
= we can
= you (pl) can
= they can

Examples:
se puede ir de compras= one can (you can) do / go shopping
no se puede nadar en el mar = one can’t (you can’t) swim in the sea

Pros and Cons

Adjectival Agreement

A nice way to describe the pros and cons of something is to
use ‘lo + adjective’ to mean ’the…thing’

Adjectives change spellings, depending on the gender of the noun, and the
quantity of the noun they are describing.

Lo bueno – the good thing
Lo malo – the bad thing
Lo interesante – the interesting thing
Lo gracioso – the funny thing

El estadio es moderno (the stadium is modern)
La ciudad es moderna (the city is modern)

Lo bueno es que Salisbury es limpia*
The good thing is that Salisbury is clean
Lo malo es que Salisbury es ruidosa*
The bad thing is that Salisbury is noisy
•

The word for town in Spanish is feminine so the adjective
must end in ‘a’

Los museos son modernos (the museums are modern)
Las tiendas son modernas (The shops are modern)

The Fundamentals of Art
TONE means the lightness
or darkness of something.
This could be a shade or
how dark or light a colour
appears.

PATTERN is a design that is created by
repeating LINES, SHAPES, TONES or
COLOURS.
Patterns can be manmade or natural.

TEXTURE is the surface quality of
something, the way
something feels or looks like it feels.
There are two types of
texture: ACTUCAL TEXTURE and VISUAL
TEXTURE.
ACTUAL TEXTURE: really exists so you
can feel it and touch it
VISUAL TEXTURE: created using
different marks that
represent actual TEXTURE
COLOUR
BRIGHT
BOLD
VIBRANT
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
TERTIARY
RADIANT
VIVID
DULL
CONTRASTING
COMPLIMENTARY
HARMONIOUS
MONOCHROME
NATUARL
SATURATED
PASTEL
COOL
WARM

LINE
FLUENT
CONTINUOUS
CONTROLLED
LOOSE
POWERFUL
STRONG
ANGULAR
FLOWING
LIGHT
DELICATE
SIMPLE
THICK
THIN
BROKEN
OVERLAPPING
LAYERED
MARK MAKING

A SHAPE is an area enclosed
by a LINE. It could be just an
outline or it could be shaded
in.
FORM is a three dimensional
shape such as a sphere, cube
or a cone.
Sculpture and 3D design are
about creating FORMS
SHAPE/FORM/SPACE
CLOSED
OPEN
DISTORTED
FLAT
ORGANIC
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
FOREGROUND
BACKGROUND
COMPOSITION
ELONGATED
LARGE
SMALL
2D
3D
TWISTED
JAGGED

TERM 3 and 4
A LINE is the path left by a moving
point, eg. A pencil or a brush dipped
in paint. A LINE can take many
forms, eg.
Horizontal, diagonal or curved.
A LINE can be used to show
contours,
movements, feelings and
expressions.
There are 3 primary COLOURS: RED,
YELLOW, BLUE

SENTENCE STARTERS

I can vary tone by…
layering mark making
using a range of pencils
varying the pressure of my
marks
using an eraser to add
highlights
My work is successful because…
I could develop my work further
by…
My design was inspired by the
work of…

By mixing any 2 PRIMARY COLOURS
together you create SECONDARY
COLOURS; ORANGE, GREEN, PURPLE

PATTERN AND
TEXTURE
REPEATED
UNIFORM
GEOMETRIC
RANDOM
SYMMETRICAL
SOFT
IRREGULAR
UNEVEN
ROUGH
BROKEN
GRID
FLAT
WOVEN
ORGANIC
SMOOTH
ABSTRACTED

TONE
BRIGHT
DARK
FADED
SMOOTH
HARSH
CONTRASTING
INTENSE
SOMBRE
STRONG
POWERFUL
LIGHT
MEDIUM
DARK
LAYERED
DEPTH
DEVELOPED
SOFT

ATTITUDE
Be positive and try your best!

RESPECT
Respect others, work and the room

THINK
Understand and demonstrate.

IMAGIINE
Be creative, use you imagination!

SPOTLESS
Tidy up after yourself.

TARGET
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT:
PENCIL PACK (2B, 4B, 6B
ETC)
ERASER
SHARPENER
SKETCHBOOK
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
DRAWING PENS
WATERCOLOUR SET
WATERCOLOUR PENCILS
PAINTBRUSHES

Follow directions.

TAKING ABOUT ART:
- What are you looking at?
- How was it made?
- Who made it?
- How will it inspire your work?
- Do you like it/dislike it? Why?

TERM 5 and 6
Artists you could explore…
Food in Art

Andy Warhol

Sarah Graham

Wayne Thiebaud

Food has always appeared in art,
from the Romans to 1960s Pop Art,
Cave Art to 21st century hyper
realistic paintings.
Artists record the world around them,
and this often includes food, whether
it is in still life form and realistic or
abstracted through simplification.
We are going to explore the subject
matter of food not only through
observational studies but through the
lens of graphic design and
advertisement. Companies want us to
buy their products so have to make
them visually appealing.
Art is a powerful tool for companies!

Claes Oldenburg

Emma Dibben

Potential media you will explore
within this project:
Observational drawing
Photography
Sculpture with Mod Roc
Various printing techniques

•
•
•

WAYNE THIEBAUD
Was an American Pop Artist.
Pop art focused on things that were popular at the time
(mostly in the late 50s and 60s), Wayne Thiebaud focused a lot
of his work on popular fast food.
Thiebaud used a strong light source within his paintings to
create contrasting tones and strong shadows.

TERM 5 and 6
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Drawing support:
Use a range of pencils (2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, 6B) to help to build tone.
Use a rubber to add highlights.
Vary the pressure of your pencil, the harder you press, the darker
the mark, the lighter you press, the lighter the mark.
Layer your mark making.
When using colour, add brown, green, purple and blue to help build
shadow and darker tones.

Photography support:
Make sure your image is well framed, this means, check your
background is clear from other subject matter.
Your images should be in focus, the cameras should do this
automatically for you but press the shutter button half way down to
auto focus before pressing all the way down to take the image.
Check your composition (where objects are placed in the frame),
experiment with where you place your subject matter.
Rule of thirds:
The rule of thirds is a compositional guideline that places
your subject in the left or right third of an image. This leaves
the other two thirds more open and with more space.
Using the rule of thirds helps artists and photographers to
compose their subject matter in the most visually interesting
way they can.

Food Idioms
Don’t cry over spilt milk
How do you like your eggs in
the morning
It was a piece of cake
Taking home the bacon
Cheap as chips
Not my cup of tea
Flat as a pancake
Sweet as honey
Take with a pinch of salt
Variety is the spice of life
Apple of their eye
In a pickle
Egg on your face
Walking on eggshells
Couch potato
Bigger fish to fry
Full of beans
Cool as a cucumber

# Module Learning Objectives
This unit introduces the polyrhythmic style of Latin-American Samba
and revises and revisits may key concepts concerning rhythm, beat
and pulse from pupil’s learning including features such as
polyrhythms, cyclic rhythms, syncopation, ostinato and call and
response.
# Understand how instruments, structures and textures are used in
Samba
# Perform as part of a larger ensemble understanding key roles of
performers and different instruments and the relationship between
these and the effect this has on the music
# Use rhythmic features such as ostinato, cyclic rhythms,
polyrhythms, call and response and syncopation when performing
and improvising

AAINJAA is a Samba collective from Bogota,
Colombia band. They organise drumming sessions
for anyone so that they can; “create spaces in
which everyone is accepted, regardless of the
differences that make us unique.” Here they are
performing with 150 drummers!

A Surdo,
The Bass drum

Language for Learning/Music Theory
CALL AND RESPONSE – one person plays or sings a musical phrase,
then another others respond.
CYCLIC RHYTHM – a rhythm that is repeated over and over again.
IMPROVISATION – making up music as you go along, without
preparation.
OSTINATO – a repeated pattern. Can be rhythmic or melodic.
PERCUSSION – Instruments that are mostly hit, scraped or shaken
to produce sound.
POLYRHYTHM – the use of several rhythms performed
simultaneously, often overlapping each other to create a thick
texture.
PULSE – a regular beat that is felt throughout music
RHYTHM – a series of notes of different lengths that create a
pattern.
SYNCOPATION – accenting or emphasising the weaker beats of the
bar (often a half beat (quaver) followed by a
full beat (crotchet)) giving the rhythm an OFFBEAT feel.
SAMBISTA – the leader of a Samba band. STRUCTURE – the way in
which a piece of music is put together.
CODA – section that brings a piece of music to an end (Italian for
“tail”.)
INTRODUCTION – the opening section of a piece of Music

Here is a street Samba group
from Rio De Janiero. They
are so full of life!!
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A. Key Words and Terms in Samba Music
CALL AND RESPONSE – one person plays or sings a musical phrase, then another person/group responds with a different phrase or copies the first one.
CYCLIC RHYTHM – a rhythm that is repeated over and over again.
IMPROVISATION – making up music as you go along, without preparation.
OSTINATO – a repeated pattern. Can be rhythmic or melodic; usually short.
PERCUSSION – Instruments that are mostly hit, scraped or shaken to produce sound. Samba uses many percussion instruments which together are called a BATERIA.
POLYRHYTHM – the use of several rhythms performed simultaneously, often overlapping each other to create a thick texture.
PULSE – a regular beat that is felt throughout music
RHYTHM – a series of notes of different lengths that create a pattern. Usually fits with a regular beat or pulse.
SYNCOPATION – accenting or emphasising the weaker beats of the bar (often a half beat (quaver) followed by a full beat (crotchet)) giving the rhythm an OFFBEAT feel.
SAMBISTA – the leader of a Samba band or ensemble, often signalling cues to the rest of the band of when to change sections within the music with an APITO (Samba whistle)
B. Form and Structure of Samba
Samba music often starts with an INTRODUCTION often featuring CALL AND RESPONSE RHYTHMS between the Samba Leader and ensemble. The main Ostinato rhythm of Samba is called
the GROOVE when all the instruments of the Samba Band play their respective rhythms over and over again (CYCLIC RHYTHMS) forming the main body of the piece. The GROOVE is broken
up by BREAKS - 4 or 8 beat rhythms providing contrast and MID SECTIONS – one or two instruments change the rhythm of their ostinato and the others stay the same or stop. Sometimes
BREAKS and MID SECTIONS feature a SOLOIST who “shows off” their rhythms. The SAMBISTA must signal to the group when to change to a different section which is normally done with an
APITO (Samba Whistle – loud!). A piece of Samba can end (this section is called the CODA) with either a CALL AND RESPONSE pattern or a pre-rehearsed ending phrase of rhythm. The
FORM AND STRUCTURE of a piece of Samba may look like the following:
Intro

Groove

Break

Groove

Mid-Section

C. Texture of Samba Music
Texture varies in Samba music, often MONOPHONIC where a single
rhythm is heard as in CALL AND RESPONSE sections, sometimes
POLYPHONIC where sections of the Samba band play different
rhythms (OSTINATOS) creating CROSS-RHYTHMS (when two rhythmic
patterns that “conflict” with each other occur simultaneously)
creating a thick texture of interweaving and interlocking rhythms – a
POLYRHYHM or a POLYRHYTHMIC TEXTURE.
SURDO

REPINIQUE

TAMBORIM

Groove

Mid-Section

Groove

D. Dynamics of Samba Music
The dynamics of Samba music are normally VERY LOUD – it is
music designed to be performed outdoors at carnivals and is
played by large numbers of instrumentalists and to accompany
dancers and processions with large audiences watching and
listening. Sometimes, a CRESCENDO is used at the end of a piece
of Samba music for dramatic effect.

F. Instruments, Timbres and Sonorities of Samba
CHOCOLO
RECO-RECO

APITO

Break

Groove

Coda

E. Tempo of Samba Music
Samba music is generally FAST at around 104
bpm and keeps a constant tempo to assist the
dancers or processional nature of the music.
Sometimes the SAMBISTA (Samba leader) uses
(TEMPO) RUBATO – tiny fluctuations in tempo
for expressive effect.

AGOGO BELLS

CAIXA DE GUERRO

What Makes a Good Song?
# Module Learning Objectives
# Understand the different textural and
structural elements of a song/popular song.
# Understand and use the different musical
information given on a lead sheet in creating
a Musical Arrangement of a Popular Song.

This is Emonik! We will be using Bandlab for this project.
Here he takes you through a simple tutorial.

Here is Sink aka Rachel Lindsey who shows you in this
video how to formulate a song. She uses loops here and
concentrates on melody and from/structure!

Language for Learning/Music Theory
HOOK – A ‘musical hook’ is usually the ‘catchy bit’ of the song that
you will remember.
RIFF – A repeated musical pattern often used in the introduction
and instrumental breaks in a song or piece of music.
BASS LINE – The lowest pitched part of the music often played on
bass instruments such as the bass guitar.
MELODY – The main “tune” of a song or piece of music.
CHORD – A group of two or more notes played at the same time.
ACCOMPANIMENT – Music that accompanied either a lead singer or
melody line.
FORM AND STRUCTURE – the different sections of a piece of music
or song and how they are ordered.
INTRO – The introduction sets the mood of a song.
VERSES – Verses introduce the song theme.
PRE-CHORUS - A section of music that occurs before the Chorus
which helps the music move forward.
CHORUS – All the choruses have the same lyrics. This section relays
the main message of the song .
MIDDLE 8/BRIDGE – This section adds some contrast to the verses
and choruses by using a different melody and chord progression.
INSTRUMENTAL SOLO – Solos are designed to show off an
instrumentalists’ skills.
CODA/OUTRO – The final section of a popular song which brings it
to an end (Coda is Italian for “tail”!).
CONJUNCT MELODIC MOTION – Melodies which move mainly by
step or use notes which are next to or close to one another.
DISJUNCT MELODIC MOTION – Melodies which move mainly by
leap or use notes which are not next to or close to one another.
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What Makes a Good Song?
A. Popular Song Structure

B. Key Words

C. Lead Sheet Notation and Arrangements

SONG STRUCTURE – How a song is made up of or divided
into different sections (see below) and the order in which
these sections occur. To work out the structure of a
song, it’s helpful to analyse the LYRICS and listen to a
recording for the song (for instrumental sections).
INTRO – often shortened to ‘intro’, the first section of a
song which sets the mood of the song and is sometimes,
but not always, an instrumental section using the song’s
chord pattern.
VERSES – songs normally have several verses. Verses
introduce the song’s theme and have the same melody
but different lyrics for each verse which helps develop
the song’s narrative and story. Songs made up entirely
of verses are called STROPHIC.
LINK – a optional short section often used to join
different parts of a song together, often instrumental,
and sometimes joins verses together or appears at other
points within a song.
PRE-CHORUS – an optional section of music that occurs
before the CHORUS which helps the music move forward
and “prepare” for what is to come.
CHORUS – occurs several times within a song and
contains the most memorable HOOK/RIFF. The chorus
relays the message of the song and is repeated with the
same melody and lyrics each time it is heard. In popular
songs, the chorus is often repeated several times
towards the end of the song.
MIDDLE 8/BRIDGE – a section (often 8 bars in length)
that provides contrasting musical material often
featuring an instrumental or vocal solo using new
musical material allowing the performer to display their
technical skill on their instrument or voice.
CODA/OUTRO – The final section of a popular song
which brings it to an end (Coda is Italian for “tail”!)

LYRICS – The words of a song, usually consisting of VERSES and a
CHORUS.
HOOK – A ‘musical hook’ is usually the ‘catchy bit’ of the song that
you will remember. It is often short and used and repeated in
different places throughout the piece. Hooks can be either
MELODIC, RHYTHMIC or VERBAL/LYRICAL.
RIFF – A repeated musical pattern often used in the introduction
and instrumental breaks in a song or piece of music. Riffs can be
rhythmic, melodic or lyrical, short and repeated.
MELODY – The main tune of the song often sung by the LEAD
SINGER.
COUNTER-MELODY – An ‘extra’ melody often performed ‘on top
of’ the main melody that ‘fits’ with it a DESCANT or INSTRUMENTAL SOLO.
TEXTURE – The layers that make up a song e.g., Melody, CounterMelody, Hooks/Riffs, Chords, Accompaniment, Bass Line.

A LEAD SHEET is a form of
musical NOTATION that
contains only the essential
elements of a popular song
such as the MELODY,
LYRICS, RIFFS, CHORDS
(often as guitar chord
symbols) and BASS LINE; it is
not as developed as a FULL
SCORE ARRANGEMENT and
is open to interpretation by
performers who need to use and adapt the given elements to create their own
musical ARRANGEMENT: their “version” of an existing song.
COVER (VERSION) – A new performance, remake or recording by someone other
than the original artist or composer of the song.

D. Conjunct and Disjunct Melodic Motion
CONJUNCT MELODIC MOTION – Melodies which move mainly
by step or use notes which are next to or close to one another.
DISJUNCT MELODIC MOTION – Melodies which move mainly
by leap or use notes which are not next to or close to one
another.
MELODIC RANGE – The distance between the lowest and
highest pitched notes in a melody.

E. Song Timbre and Sonority (Instruments that are used to Accompany Songs)

Pop Bands often feature a DRUM KIT and PERCUSSION to provide the rhythm along with ELECTRIC GUITARS (LEAD
GUITAR, RHYTHM GUITAR and BASS GUITAR) and KEYBOARDS. Sometimes ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS are used such as
the PIANO or ACOUSTIC GUITAR. ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS are often found
in pop songs such as the STRINGS, SAXOPHONE, TROMBONE and
TRUMPET. Singers are essential to a pop song - LEAD SINGER – Often the
“frontline” member of the band (most famous) who sings most of the melody line
to the song. BACKING SINGERS support the lead singer providing HARMONY or a
COUNTER-MELODY (a melody that is often higher in pitch and different, but still
‘fits with’ the main melody) and do not sing all the time but just at certain points within a pop song e.g. in the chorus.

The social context: Liverpool and Britain in 1982

Drama: Terms 5 and 6 Our Day Out and Blood Brothers

Willy Russell wrote Blood Brothers in 1982. The play is also set in Liverpool. It is very much a play of its
time and it is more than that. It has stood the test of time and been in almost constant production since
it was written.
In 1982 there was a Conservative government led by Margaret Thatcher in power. They were
determined to make the UK a competitive country able to compete with the rest of the world
economically. Britain had been plagued by much unrest and strikes in the 1970’s. This, however, meant
closing factories and industries that the Government deemed uncompetitive. Coal mines, steel works,
factories and docks. The cuts and closures were particularly severe in the North of England. In 1982
10.6% of the population were unemployed. Over 6 million people.
Liverpool in 1982 was a city ravaged by these cuts It was a city of high unemployment…The Liverpool
Docks had been a proud and historic part of Liverpool for hundreds of years, employing a large part of
Liverpool’s population. They were closed in 1981.

Blood Brothers- A summary of the plot
Mrs Johnstone is struggling financially to feed and clothe her 6 children after her
husband has left. The woman she cleans for, Mrs Lyons has never been able to have
children. When she hears Mrs Johnstone worrying about being pregnant with twins,
Mrs Lyons persuades her to give one of them to her when they are born. She
manipulates the deeply religious, Mrs Johnstone by making her swear on the bible.
The two boys grow up without knowing each other. One, Edward, who was given
away, grows up in Mrs Lyon’s rich, comfortable middle class household. Mickey grows
up with the hardships of a single parent family with several siblings (brothers and
sisters).

88,000 people were registered as unemployed in Liverpool in 1982- that is a lot of people. There was
poverty, hardship, despair and hunger. Soup kitchens sprung up for the first time since the Second
World War. The second scene that we study in this scheme of work is between the two now grown up
boys. Mickey has just been made redundant. This is largely what affects his mood and behaviour towards Fatefully- the boys meet when they are seven years old (the first scene that we
study) and ironically they become blood brothers. They become great friends and
Edward.
share many wonderful times with their mutual friend, Linda.

At 18 Eddie goes away to University. Mickey stays, gets a job at the local factory and
finally marries Linda. They have a child. Mickey is made redundant. When the upbeat
flourishing Edward returns at Christmas, the brothers could not be further apart in
their life situations. Mickey goes to prison for being caught in a robbery that his bad
influence brother persuades him to do. Prison brings depression and dependency on
medication. Edward takes a promising job with the local council. He supports Linda
with housing, friendship and some money. When Mickey discovers this is assumes
that Linda and Edward are having an affair. Mickey bursts into the council offices
with a gun. The police shoot Mickey who accidentally pulls the trigger as he falls
killing Eddie. Both boys lay dead in a pool of their own blood. Blood Brothers to the
last.

The cultural and artistic context

Key Ideas

The general hardship and despair of the country and some Northern cities in particular was
reflected in the music of the day. The music of many popular bands of the time was angry and
often political,. Punk Rock and Ska were in fashion. You may want to compare the music of
some Punk bands like The Clash or Ska bands like The Beat with the gentler, more optimistic
music of the 1960’s and the dreamy and extravagant songs of the early 1970’s. c.f. The Kinks,
The Sweet, T. Rex and many others.

Dole Office- a common and colloquial term for the Benefits Office,
Unemployment Office where people, signed- on. They are now
known as The Jobcentre.
Signing – on –Going to the Dole Office once every 2 weeks to sign
a declaration that you have had no work or money paid in the last
fortnight.
‘Made redundant’ – Losing a job because the workplace shuts
down or the position is cut.
Superstition- The belief in Good Luck and Bad Luck – the idea that
supernatural forces influence events in our lives. Walking under a
ladder is bad luck, seeing two magpies is Good Luck (‘2 for joy’) seeing a
black cat is either Good Luck or Bad Luck depending on who you ask !

Key Past Knowledge to draw on
You will need to remember our work on character; how characters are made up of their
personalities, backgrounds, attitudes, beliefs, thoughts and feelings.You will add a character’s job,
education and training to this list.

You will also need to remember the ways that an actor shows their character to the audience
once that they know what they are like (their personality etc.)
Study Focus
This scheme of work will focus on the detailed study of key scenes from a full length play. It will
enable you to explore many of the ways in which dramatic literature goes from Page to Stage.
These will involve the proper analysis of a scene, the preparation of a character using
Stanislavski’s acting techniques in rehearsal and your proposals to stage the scene considering,
set, costume and lighting.

Conservative Party- One of the major British political parties.
Others include the Labour Party, Liberal & Social Democratic
Party, and The Green Party.

Acting Techniques

Themes

Hot- seating – this is the technique of asking an actor in character questions that
will help them get clear about their character and gain a stronger connection with
their character. It is only as useful as the quality of the questions being asked.

For me, some key questions that the play explores are:

Duologue –– a scene between two actors- the prefix duo means two.
Stanislavski’s acting Techniques that you learned in Year 7 & 8 and earlier this
year.
The Given Circumstances- Everything about the character’s situation that is
relevant to the scene- their age mood, financial situation, where they are,
everything- that- is -going on- for- them.
Objective- What the character wants in the situation. An Objective always
begins with, ‘I want…’
Creative If- This is a technique that you can use to help you get into character in
a simple and honest way. You can say to yourself, ‘what if I was that character in
that situation, how would I feel, how would I behave…’
Emotion Memory- Using emotions that you have experienced in your life that
are similar to those that a character is feeling in a situation that you have not
personally been in.

What makes us the way that we are? What makes us behave the way that we do? What
are the things that affect our choices, our decisions, our thoughts, our feelings, our
confidence, our attitude to life, our self-esteem?
The play, for me, cleverly pitches one idea against another and offers no easy solutions.
On the one hand the play clearly shows the way that our background, our social class is a
clear determiner of our life expectations. Edward, the middle class twin, goes to
university, gets a respectable, well paid job and is successful economically. Mickey,
brought up in a working class family, in a working class area, loses his job because the
government sees it as necessary for the sake of the country, he gets drawn into crime
because it is on his doorstep- literally; his brother, whom he lives with, makes him an
offer, that he can’t refuse. He gets caught, charged, found guilty and imprisoned. He
doesn’t cope well with prison and gets clinically depressed which seriously impacts on his
relationship with his wife, Linda.
Against these social pressures, Willy Russell, presents moments where, ‘new shoes are
put on a table’ (bad luck) Mrs Johnstone swears to give her child away on does so on a
bible- the Holy Book- especially for a Catholic. Mrs Lyons also warns Mrs Johnstone that, ‘
If two twins separated come to know the truth, they will both die’ – quite a threat ! And
then, the storyteller, the Narrator, is presented as a figure somewhere between
representing Fate and the Devil.
Both boys- the subjects- are genetically the same because they are twins- so they should
turn out the same- to have similar outcomes. But they don’t and the playwright pitches
two ideas; Fate &amp; Social Class against each other to explore the reasons in a highly
entertaining musical- I haven’t even mentioned the songs- the wonderful songs and the
music. It is a very clever device…. The more I get to know the play; (I’ve read it several
times and watched it, maybe, 13 times) the more , I admire it for the way that it manages
to engage audiences and, ‘ Educate through entertainment’ Bertolt Brecht- someone that
you will hear a lot about if you go on to do GCSE Drama.

Middle distance: 800m, 1500m
Maintaining a good position:
Running technique:
•
Upright body position
•
Head still and looking straight ahead
•
Relaxed head, neck, arms and shoulders
•
Gently swinging arms forwards and backwards and slightly across
the body
•
Easy stride length
•
Landing foot placed just ahead of the body
•
Pushing off the ground to straighten the leg fully on each stride
•
Fairly low know lift to conserve energy on each stride
Race tactics:
Should you consider to sprint at these points at the race:
• Sprint start
• Start of the 2nd Lap
• Back straight
• Final Bend
Sprints: 300m, 400m
Sprinting technique
1. Posture should be upright with a slight forward lean
2. Keep head still and in alignment with your body
3. Relax your jaw, neck, shoulders and hands
4. Keep your shoulder and trunk steady – no twisting
5. Arms bent at the elbow and swing forward and backwards to aid
momentum
6. Drive each leg powerfully to full extension
7. Lift your leading leg high with each stride
Finish Line Dip:
As you approach the finish line, with a stride left, lean
forwards to push chest to cross the line first.

Athletics
Intent:
To accurately replicate techniques
across a range of disciplines, allowing
for planning and preparation prior to
competing.
Impact:
• Replication of athletic technique and
challenge of physical limits.
• Development of leadership and
communication skills.
Athletic Events:
Track Events:
•
100m
•
200m
•
300m
•
400m
•
800m
•
1500m
•
Hurdles
•
Relay
Throwing Events:
•
Discus
•
Javelin
•
Shot Putt
Jumping Events
•
Long Jump
•
Triple Jump
•
High Jump

Key Vocabulary:
Track Events:
Take you marks
Set
Go
Pace
Sprint start
Throwing Events:
Grip
Stance
Preparation
Release
Follow through
Jumping Events:
Approach
Take off
Flight
Landing

High Jump
Approach:
• Fast, curved approach, body leans inwards
Take Off:
• Take off foot placed slightly ahead of the body
• Take off foot landing with the heel leading and the foot virtually parallel
to the bar
• Take off leg slightly bent at the knee before take off
• Upward drive directly off the jumping foot
• Take off about an arms distance away from the bar and about a quarter
of the crossbar’s length in from the nearest upright
Scissor Kick Technique:
•
Swing the leg nearest to the bar upwards and back towards where you
have run from
•
Turn your body in the air so you are jumping backwards over the bar
•
Push your hips upwards to clear the bar
•
Straighten legs quickly as soon as hips have cleared the bar
Landing:
•
Land on your back and shoulders
Discus
Grip:
•
Hold the discus by the pads of your finger tips, your thumb resting
against the side of the discus
•
The index finger can be placed (b) close together or apart (c)
•
As you rotate to create momentum the discus will stay in your hand

Wind-up Phase:
•
Rotate backwards and forwards
•
Arm travels from your side, across your body, to your hand being on
top, non-throwing hand meets the discus to stop it dropping
Release:
•
Spin the side of the discus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Vocabulary:
Wicket
Boundary
Cut
Bowling
Fielding
Over
Catch
Crease
Stumps
Delivery
Innings

•

LBW (leg before wicket)

•
•
•

Pace
Line
Length

Cricket
Intent:
To demonstrate consistency, timing and
fluency in the execution of core skills for
batting, bowling and fielding.

Impact:

Write out the 11 different ways
of getting out.

The principle of a forward defensive stroke is to block the ball rather
than to score runs.
1. Played to a straight full delivery.
2. Get your head in line with the ball.
3. Get your weight right into the ball.
4. Don’t push at the ball, let the ball hit the bat not the bat hit the
ball.
5. Angle the bat towards the ground

• Develop tactical play as a batter and
bowler.
• Replication of more advanced core skills
(Cut & pull/hook shot, Bowling medium
pace and spin

Bowling Technique Checklist:
The Bound
•
Ball held at chin
•
Arms thrown up
•
Body leans backwards

Watch the following clip on the
11 different types of dismissal
(ways of getting out) in cricket:
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=K3qVwuPXHX4

Forward Defence

The Coil
•
Front arm pulled back
•
Make a figure of six with bowling
arm
•
Back foot lands parallel to the
crease
The Release
•
•
•

Release ball at 1 o'clock
Arm brushes ear
Look over your shoulder

The Cut Shot
1. Played to a ball that is short and wide
2. The back foot goes back and across to get closer to the
ball. Extend your arms through the shot.
3. Try to come from a high back lift down onto the ball. This
will allow you to keep the ball on the floor so you don’t get
caught out.

Batting technique
•
Hold the bat high (in one hand).
•
Have a strong grip on the handle.
•
Make sure your wrist is strong.
•
Keep your eye on the ball.
•
Stand side on to the bowler.
•
Swing through the ball.
•
Stamp forwards into the move to gain power (transfer your
weight from the back foot to the front foot as you move).

Rounders
Intent:
To demonstrate consistency, timing and
fluency in the execution of core skills for
batting, bowling and fielding.
Impact:
• Develop tactical play as a batter and
bowler.
• Replication of more advanced core skills
(Batting with direction, Bowling with
different aim and spin, general fielding
skills).

Placing the ball
There are different types of batting technique where you spin your body, so
you bat to certain areas of the field. A good batter can select gaps and areas
where there is no fielder or can bat towards weaker fielders, so they have
more chance of scoring the rounder.

Backhand shot
•
Start with original batting stance and change your stance as late as
possible to disguise the shot.
•
Like in tennis, begin your backswing by turning your hips and shoulders.
•
Step out towards the line of the ball, shifting your weight to the
outside foot.
•
Hit through the ball as you bring most of your weight onto your front
foot.
•
Do not make your arm do all of the work, use your whole body to add
extra power to your shot.

Key Vocabulary:
Rules Vocabulary
• Obstruction
• No ball
• Backward hit
• Batting square
• Bowling square
Technique Vocabulary
• Stance
• Body position
• Follow through
• Mechanics of movement
• Balance
• Co-ordination
• Cushion
Tactics Vocabulary
• Batting order
• Bowling techniques
• Field placements

Tactic instructions
1. Ask the bowler to change bowling technique for each batter (try
a donkey drop, fast bowl, a slow bowl, a spin).
2. Move the fielders around, depending on the batters’ strengths
and weaknesses.
3.
ask the batters to strike the ball into space (using a backhand hit
if possible).
4. Give fielders space when the ball is thrown to them.
5. Ask batters to disguise their hits if they can, keeping their batting
intentions a secret for as long as possible.
6. Ask the batters to ‘chance’ a run to 2nd or 4th, even if they think
they may be stumped out.
7. Tell batters standing on bases to set off running to the next base
as soon as the ball leaves the bowlers hands.
8. Ask your bowler to cover 3rd base when fielding.
9. If there is a backwards hit, ask your backstop to walk up to the
back line with the ball, before deciding where to throw it.

Volley
• It is the most technically difficult, requires players to be exceptionally
athletic and calls for lightning reactions.
• By coming forwards in the court you are putting huge pressure on
your opponent and also opening up all the angles - making winners
much easier.
• It can be a gamble though.
• You have less time to cover the width of the court.
• So if your opponent gets in a good shot only exceptional movement
and reactions will get you out of trouble.
Step One
• Ready position.

• Alter the ready position slightly from the way you would prepare for
groundstrokes by bringing the racquet head slightly higher.
• Move the elbows forward so they're just in front of the body.
Step Two
• Bring the racquet head out into position in front of you.
• Your upper body goes to the ball and your feet following.

Step Three
•
Do not swing the racquet at the ball.
•
Shot should be short and punchy.
•
Use your wrist and forearm to bring the racquet head down on the ball in
a short, sharp action.
Step Four
•
Follow through in the direction you want to send the ball.
•
Then get back into the centre of the court as quick as you can ready for
the next shot.

Tennis
Intent:
To develop more advanced techniques and
implement and refine game tactics to outwit
opponents confidently.
Implementation:
Use more advanced variations core skills
(depth, height and angles).

Key Vocabulary:
Technique:
Ready position
• Stance
• Back swing
• Top Spin
• Racket
• Slice
• Pace
• Forehand
• Backhand
Shot Vocabulary
• Serve
• Groundstroke
• Slice
• Drop Shot
• Volley
• Smash

Smash
• The smash is the shot that the professional players hardly ever
miss and that club players rarely get right.
• The main reason for that is practice!
Step One
•
The moment you see the lob go up in the air you need to
turn sideways - as if you were getting ready to serve.
•
Your hands and racquet head up to around chest level with
the same grip that you serve with.
Step Two
•
Keep your eye firmly on the ball and start to adjust position
so that the flight of the ball is in line with your body.
•
You want the ball to come down just in front of you.
•
As you start to move you must stay sideways on, so use side
steps and cross over steps to adjust your position.
Step Three
•
Try to feel both hands going up together - your non racquet
hand should stretch up towards the ball, use your hand as
an aid to track the incoming ball.
•
Your racquet hand should bring your racquet back behind
you - into the same throwing position that you use half way
through your service action.
Step Four
•
Keep your head still and your eyes firmly focussed on the
ball.
•
As the ball arrives throw the racquet head up to meet the
ball as you would in a serve.
•
Don't try to hit too hard though - timing is the key.

Design and Technology

Alternating current supplied to the loudspeaker creates sound waves in the
following way:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a current in the coil creates a magnetic field
the magnetic field interacts with the permanent magnet
generating a force, which pushes the cone outwards
the current is made to flow in the opposite direction
the direction of the magnetic field reverses
the force on the cone now pulls it back in
repeatedly alternating the current direction makes the cone
vibrate in and out
the cone vibrations cause pressure variations in the air which are sound waves

The variety of methods used to join timbers
The advantages and disadvantages of a range of surface finishes that can be applied to timber

Type
Paint
Stain

Varnish

Wax

Oil

Shellac

Veneer

Description
A coloured pigment in liquid
that dries out
A coloured liquid that soaks
into the wood surface

Advantages
Available in a range of colours

Disadvantages
Covers up the natural
woodgrain
Does not look quite like
another wood as the
pine grain still shows

Makes a pale coloured wood
like pine a darker colour to
mimic more expensive woods
like oak or mahogany
A clear coating that dries to Gives a hard wearing finish that Can scratch or chip and
shine
shows the grain of the wood
expose the wood
Can be a high gloss or a matte
finish

A soft solid that is rubbed
Easy to apply
into the surface with a cloth Gives a plain natural look

Rubs away and needs
reapplying
Not a glossy finish
Is rubbed onto the surface Good waterproofing for timber Surface feels oily
and soaks in
Vegetable oil on kitchen ware is
non toxic
A cloudy liquid made from a Traditionally used on expensive Easily damaged by water
resin secreted by a beetle
furniture for its glossy lustre
and heat
Lots of layers are rubbed on
and polished to a finish
called French polish
A thin layer of wood glued An expensive decorative wood The veneer is natural
onto the surface
like mahogany can be put onto wood so it still needs a
a cheaper wood like pine or
finish applied
chipboard

Knowledge Organiser – Year 9 Food
Macro and Micro
nutrients
There are 5 main
groups of
nutrients. These 5
groups can be
divided into 2
groups
Macronutrients
which are needed
by the body in
large amounts.
Micronutrients
which are needed
by the body in
small amounts.

What are Nutrients?
Nutrients are the building blocks that make up food and have specific and important roles to play in
the body. Some nutrients provide energy while others are essential for growth and maintenance of
the body.
Macro Nutrient

Role in the body

Food Example

Carbohydrate

The main source of energy for the body.

Bread, rice, pasta,
potatoes

Protein

Provides the body with growth and repair.

Meat, poultry, beans,
eggs, lentils, tofu, fish

Fat

Provides the body with insulation and a
small amount protects vital organs.
Provides essential fatty acids for the body.

Butter, oil, cheese,
cream, nuts, oily fish,
crisps

Vitamin

Food examples

A

Helps to keep the eyes healthy and strengthen
the immune system.

Dark green leafy vegetables,
carrots, liver

B

Helps to release the energy from the food we eat.

Bread, milk, cereals, fish,
meat

C

Help with skin healing and healthy skin. Help
with the absorption of Iron.

Fresh fruit, broccoli,
tomatoes

D

Important for absorbing calcium and help with
healthy bone structure

Oily fish, eggs, butter,
Sunshine

Food Poisoning
Living organisms
(including
bacteria) need
certain “things”
or conditions to
survive:

Role in the body

Mineral
Calcium
Iron

Role in the body

Food Examples

Important for strong teeth and bones. It also
helps with blood clotting.

Milk, yoghurt, soya, dark
green leafy vegetables

Needed for red blood cells which help to
transport oxygen around the body.

Nuts, whole grains, dark
green leafy vegetables,
meat, liver

Hygiene

Knowledge Organiser – Year 9 Food
Hospitality and Catering providers
fall under two main categories
Commercial

Honesty

NonCommercial

Self motivation
Makes
money as a
business

Does not
make
money as a
business

Itchy mouth

Swelling
Are immune system reactions
(symptoms of a reaction can include)
In extreme cases, it can cause
“anaphylactic shock”

Intolerances
A food intolerance is not the
same as a food allergy.
It is not an immune system response.
It is a chemical reaction in the gut.
What are some of the
symptoms?

Factors affecting food choice
Team player

Hospitality and catering
providers will look for certain
personal attributes in people
Initiative
who want to work for their
business, these can include:
Personal
presentation

Patience

Fridge Storage
Allergies

Personal
Attributes

Biological
Economic
Physical
Social
Attitudes
Seasonality
Religion
Ethical
Medical
Age

Hunger appetite and taste
Cost of food, income, availability
Access to shops, food skills, education, time
Family, culture, meal patterns
Knowledge about food and beliefs
The food is locally grown at certain times, cheaper
Certain religions restrict certain foods
Your beliefs prevent you from eating some foods
Some illnesses dictate your diet like diabetes
Activity levels and mobility affect requirements

You should store meat and poultry on
the bottom shelf of the fridge to prevent
liquid dripping on to other food. Store in
a clean, sealed container. Keep cooked
and raw meats separate to avoid cross
contamination. The fridge temperature
should be between 1°c - 5°c.

Food Styling
Food styling is where a chef
creates a dish and then uses a
range of presentation
techniques, these can include:
•
Different textures
•
Different flavours
•
Different shapes/colour
•
Interesting to look at
•
Appetising

Types of
contaminant

garnishing
smearing
Technology

Tastes

Opinions

Age

feathering

Customer Demographic

A profile showing what particular groups
of people want, need and expect.
Gender
Choice

drizzling

Nationality

Organoleptic = using the senses
Wider thinking/further reading: www.foodafactoflife.org.uk www.wjec.co.uk/qualifications/hospitality-and-catering www.food.gov.uk

Money
/Costs

Fashions

The fashion and textiles industry today has been transformed by the advent of new technologies and the development of computers and
processors has led to the automation of a lot of areas within manufacturing processes.

Computer Aided Design – allows designers to draw, design, plan and model on
screen using a computer.

Advantages of CAD

Disadvantages of CAD

Designs can be created,
saved and edited easily, saving time.

CAD software is complex to
learn.

Designs or parts of designs
can be easily copied or repeated.

Software can be very
expensive. Upgrades may be
necessary.

Designs can be worked on
by remote teams simultaneously.

Compatibility issues with
software.

Designs can be rendered to
look photo-realistic to gather public
opinion in a range of finishes.

Security issues - Risk of data
being corrupted or hacked or get
a ‘virus’

Computer Aided Manufacture is the manufacturing of products designed using CAD. CAM can
create a faster production process.
Advantages of CAM
Quick – Speed of production can be
increased.

Consistency – All parts manufactures are
all the same.

Accuracy – Accuracy can be greatly improved
using CAM.

Disadvantages of CAM
Training is required to operate CAM. This
can add to cost.

High initial outlay for the machines.

Production stoppage – If the machines break
down or there’s a power cut, the production
would stop.

CAD is very accurate.
CAD software can process complex
stress testing and model materials and
components.
Designs can be presented easily with
the client or other members of the
team.

Fewer Mistakes – There is no human error
unless pre programmed.

CAD Software

Social issues . Areas can decline as human
jobs are taken. This will lead to
unemployment.

Cost Savings – Workforce can be reduced.

If you are designing products and they are made in another country you need to talk to the factory ALL the time.
E-mail used to be THE THING but now that’s moved on to virtual ‘cloud based’ sites where product information can be uploaded to and which can be accessed from anywhere on the
globe. So it’s quick and easy. Designs can be worked on
by remote teams simultaneously

3D Modelling

Below are some of the main types of machines used in the manufacture
of textile products.

With a good CAD program you don’t need to be
able draw at all – a CAD program will do it for you!
You can also see what the fabric for the product
looks like, how it drapes and whether it is the
correct material for the product.

Digital jet
printer

Digital Knitting
machine

Drawing patterns and layplans

Cutting out of materials
Laser
Cutter

CAD is also used in planning how to cut out
the fabric pieces. This is called a layplan or
layout. It makes sure you are using the
fabric economically – so there’s no
wastage.

Once you have created the layplan/layout you can
use CAM to follow this and cut out the fabric.
Many layers are usually cut out at the same time.

Multi-head embroidery
machine

Digital Printing is the process uses a computer to print directly onto fabric
that have been coated with a special chemical wash. The fabric is steamed
to set the design on the fabric. This can be used on natural fabrics.
Transfer or Direct printing is the process of applying designs directly to a
paper. The designs are then transferred to fabric using heated rollers for
mass-produced designs or a heat press for small scale designs. This works
best on synthetic or synthetic blend fabrics.

The following table explains how these production methods are used in the textile industry:

Bespoke

Design and production

Made-to-measure garments are made to fit the measurements of an
individual client [client: person or organisation that wants a product
manufactured - eg a retailer. ]; the garment design is developed from
Made-toa basic block pattern [basic block pattern: pattern made with
measure, eg suit,
wedding dress; standard-sized pattern pieces ] and a toile [toile: a prototype garment
made from low-cost fabric. ] is made to test the fabric drape, the fit
[the fit: how well the size and shape of a garment fits a human body. ]
and order of assembly

Skill Level and Cost

Very high-level skills
in design and
manufacture; highcost materials; high
labour costs

One-off

Sometimes manufacturing companies plan or design
products to have a short useful life. They do this so the
product will become obsolete or unfashionable or they
will no longer function after a certain period of time and
new products will have to be purchased. This is called
planned obsolescence.

Product
market

Haute Couture,
eg made by
fashion houses

Fashion designers such as Vivienne Westwood design Haute Couture
garments for individual clients. These designers have catwalk shows
which set trends for high street shops.

Very high-level skills
in design and
manufacture; highcost material and
labour costs

Batch production

In Industry products are usually made by passing each
stage of making down a line: this is known as a
production line. At each stage of making, a specific
operator carried out a required task then passes it on to
the next machine or person to continue making the
product.

System

Ready-to-wear
(RTW) designer
label, eg
Designers at
Debenhams

Garments are designed to fit a range of standard sizes and shapes.
Garment patterns are developed from a basic block using CAD:
Computer Aided Design - a system which helps the user produce
accurate drawings.. A sample garment is made up in a medium size,
from the intended fabric. Once the design has been approved it is put
into production in a range of standard sizes. They are sold through upmarket retailers.

High-level design,
pattern making and
sampling skills; costeffective materials
and lower
manufacturing costs

Similar production methods to batch production: garments produced
Mass-market
in limited range of sizes; standardised production methods are used
retailers, e.g. Top to produce a wide range of styles. Most fashion products are batch
Shop
produced in large batches e.g. 20,000. Some classic products like
jeans are mass produced for a world market.

High-level design,
pattern making and
sampling skills; costeffective materials;
products often made
overseas where
labour costs are low

Mass production

One off/Bespoke: when you make a unique item.
Batch: when a limited number of the same product is
made.
Mass: when a large quantity of the same product are
made over a long period of time. This typically uses a
production line.
Just-In-Time: a form of stock control when goods are
delivered ‘just in time’ to use on the production line.

Modern materials are materials that are constantly progressing as well as new ways of working
with materials.

A ‘Smart material' is one which reacts to an external stimulus or input. This means that it can
alter its functional or aesthetic properties in response to a changing environment. This group
of materials can react to stimuli such as heat, pressure, moisture, stress, PH level, light
(including UV) and electricity.
Name and
stimulus

Characteristics

Thermochromic
pigments

Pigments embedded into the
thermochromic material respond
to temperature changes by
changing colour. They normally
change as they heat up and cool
down, but some versions are
irreversible.

Flexible thermometers,
temperature indicators,
clothing, novelty
goods, over-heating or
over cooling
indicators.

The pigments that are embedded
into photochromic material
respond to changes in the UV
light levels by changing colour or
darkening. Once the UV light is
taken away they change back or
lighten.

Novelty goods, paints
and clothing that
change colour in UV
light.

Heat

Photochromic
pigments
UV light

Shape Memory
Alloy (Nitinol)
Heat or
electricity
Photo
luminescent
(Glow-in-thedark)
Light

Name
Polylactic
acid PLA

Uses

A shape can be programmed when
heated to 540°C; it
can be deformed and will return to
the memory shape
when reheated to 70°C.

Frames for glasses, dental braces,
self-expanding stents used
In surgical procedures
to open
capillaries.

Glow in the dark materials carry
inorganic phosphors that absorb
light in the visible and ultra violet
wavelengths and then re-emit
visible light, or a "glow".

Toys, stickers, paints,
clock face/dials,
emergency signs.

Polyhydrox ybutyrate PHB
Biopol

Flexible
MDF

Titanium

Fibre
optics

Graphene

Metal
foams

Characteristics

Uses

Widely used in 3D printers as reels
of filament, it is non-toxic, easily
moulded and fully biodegradable.
Stable, stiff, quite brittle, nontoxic, easily processed and
moulded, has limited chemical
resistance, fully (but slowly)
biodegradable.
Flexible in one direction along the
cut groove, easily shaped into
natural curves and waves, easily
finished, can be laminated and
veneered, not good in wet
conditions

Bottles, pots, disposable food and
drink containers, pens, phone cases
and 3D printed items

High strength to weight ratio, anticorrosive, can be easily formed
and welded, hypoallergenic.
Flexible
cable
capable
of
transferring
digital
data
at
extremely fast speeds, light and
images can be sent and received.
Highly
conductive,
flexible,
stretchable, incredibly strong yet
lightweight, impermeable to all
known substances.
Strong, lightweight, electrically and
thermally conductive, very porous,
good sound absorptions.

Bottles, pots, household items,
disposable food containers.

Modern furniture, curved and waveshaped forms for interior spaces,
interior walls and room dividers.
Jewellery and watches, medial uses
such as joint and dental implants,
aircraft, spacecraft and sports car
parts.
Data transfer cables, endoscopic
cameras, novelty and bespoke
lighting displays
To be developed but potential use
in the medical, electronic and
energy industries amongst many
others.
Medical implants, aircrafts, aircrafts
and car parts, lightweight loadbearing structures, impact
absorption in vehicles.

Technical textiles are textiles that have been developed with enhanced properties to withstand
specific uses.
The function is vastly more important that the aesthetics.
Name

Characteristic

Uses
Outdoor clothing from skiwear
Waterproof, wind proof, breathable
to mountain wear, walking
Gore-Tex
boots, cross country trainers,
fabric, moisture vapour can escape.
gloves sportswear.
Personal armour, helmets,
Kevlar
Extremely strong and hard-wearing,
bullet-proof vests, motorcycle
Polyexcellent cut and tear resistance, high
safety clothing, extreme sports
paraphenylene
thermal protection, non-flammable,
equipment, audio equipment,
terephtalamide
good chemical resistance.
musical instruments.
Connecting wearable inputs,
The thread or fabric can pass an
processes and outputs, such as
switches, lights, Bluetooth
electrical current along its length,
Conductive fabrics linking electronic components. It allows
connectivity and speakers in
technical clothing, children’s
and threads
for flexible and wearable control of
soft electronic toys, wearable
electronic products for entertainment,
safety health and fitness.
electronic sports equipment and
anti-static clothing.
Fire blankets, firefighting or
Fire resistant
Resists heat and ignition from the
safety clothing such as gloves,
aprons and boiler suits.
fabrics
naked flame to protect the wearer.
Protection for racing car drivers.
Very depending on the specific textile,
Medical textiles, fabrics, cloths
Microfibres &
can be statically charged to pick up
and towels. High-tech clothing
Microdust and filter particles, can be
which can be anti-bacterial, heat
encapsulation
absorbent yet fast drying.
regulating or insect repelling.

Composite Materials are formed when two to more distinctly different materials
are combined together to create a new material with improved properties and
functionality.

Name
Glass
Reinforced
Plastic
(GRP)

Carbonfibre
reinforced
plastic.

Gore-Tex

Characteristics
Lightweight, good strength to
weight ratio, good corrosion,
chemical and heat resistance,
waterproof, high VOCs/resins used.
Can be trimmed with rotating
blade. Labour intensive to produce.
Very high strength to weight ratio,
good tensile strength but not good
compressive strength, stiff and rigid,
very expensive, high VOCs/resins
used, waterproof, and resistant to
chemicals. Manufacture is labourintensive and skilled process.

Uses
Boat hulls, car and
truck parts, liquid
storage tanks, pipes,
helmets, seating.

Supercars and sports
cars, top-end sports
equipment, bespoke
boats and musical
instruments,
increasingly
developed for
prosthetic uses.

Kevlar

Design Culture
GCSE Preparation.
“Design creates culture. Culture shapes
values. Values determine the future.” Robert
L Peters.
Vivienne Westwood (1941-Present)
Her iconic clothing became popular during the punk
rock movement in the 1970s. She has since become
a world famous fashion designer. Her designs often
take inspiration from traditional British clothing and
historical paintings.

Mary Quant (1934-Present)
A fashion designer who popularised the mini skirt,
hot pants and OVC in the sixties. Her clothing
often featured white collars, simple shapes and
bold colours.

Marcel Breuer(1902-1981)
A modernist architect and furniture designer. Some of his
best works include- tubular steel furniture and concrete
sculpted buildings.

Norman Foster (1935-Present)
Architect famous for creating the Millennium Bridge,
Gherkin London and Wembley Stadium.
Alexander McQueen (1969-2010)
An influential fashion designer known for his
theatrical, well tailored clothing and dramatic
catwalk presentation displaying his collections.
William Morris (1834-1896)
A wallpaper, furniture and furnishings designer. His designs
were often based on nature.

Coco Chanel (1883-1971)
A fashion designer known for introducing
practical casual-chic clothing for women
who had traditionally worn corsets and long
skirts.

Harry Beck (1902-1974)
He redesigned the London Underground map
in the 1930’s. It’s simplified layout made it a
huge success and maps of many other
transport networks now use Beck’s style.

Aldo Rossi (1931-1997)
An architect who published work on architectural theory.
He also worked for the company Alessi.

Design Strategies
You can use design strategies to come up with initial design
ideas without getting you on a bad one. Designingisa really
complex process and there are several differentways of doingit:
Systemsapproach: Thismeans breaking down the process into a
number of different strategiesand doing each in turn.
User-Centred design: The wants and needs of the client are
prioritised-theirthoughts are given a lot of attention at every
stage of design and manufacture

Iterative design: Centred around thedesign process of
evaluation and improvement at each stage of designing.
When you are designing a product itiseasy to get stuck on a
particular idea. Thisis called design fixation and it can stop
you thinking creatively and coming up with innovative ideas.
Following the design strategy can help you avoid design
fixation and encourage you to look at your design in a critical
way to make improvements. Other ways to avoid are-

•
•
•
•

Collaboration
Honest feedback
Focusing on newsolutions
Using freshapproaches

You can also annotate your designs to fully explain further using
ACCESSFM
A=Aesthetics
C= Cost
C= Customer
E=Environment
S=Size
S=Safety
F=Function
M=Materials

- Different people and cultures have different needs.
Technology and design affects and can have an
impact on culture.
- The culture of a particular country or a group of
people covers everything from their religion, beliefs and
laws to their dress and traditions.
-Ifyou're designing a product aimed at a specific target
market, you’ll need to take into account their views
and feelings of peoplefrom that particular culture.
- New technology can also impact fashion
and trends.
- Fashion itself is continually affected by new materials
and techniques. Technology can also have an impact
on fashion trends. The internet allows people to find out
about fashion trends that are happening all over the
world and new clothes can be seen by a global
audience e.g. social media and blogs.
- Products can be designed to avoid having
a negative impact on other people by being
sensitive totheir needs.

Year 9 Design Technology Knowledge Organiser – Spatial and
Interior Design:
Retail Store Design

KEY TERMS

DEFINITION

Design Process

An approach for breaking down a large project
into manageable chunks.

Interior and spatial designers are involved in the design or renovation of
internal spaces, including structural alterations, furnishings, fixtures and
fittings, lighting and colour schemes.

Target Audience

A particular group at which a product is aimed
towards.

Design Brief

Outlines the specifics of a design project which
can include the design project overview,
timelines, target audience information, and
budget.

Research

A collection of new knowledge and/or the use
of existing knowledge in a new and creative
way so as to generate new concepts and
understandings.

Colour Theory

The collection of rules and guidelines which
designers use to communicate with users
through appealing colour schemes in visual
interfaces.

Mood board

An arrangement of images, materials, pieces
of text, etc. intended to present a particular
style or concept.

Evaluation

Is a process that critically examines a design.

Modelling

Making a model allows designers to visualise
and test how a product looks and performs in
3D and is a great way of checking a product's
viability .

What is the definition of commercial interior design?
Commercial interior design refers to the interior design done in commercial
spaces, such as offices, shops, restaurants, lobbies, and other public spaces.

British Design
award winners
2021:

•Michel Anastassiades
•Soane Britain
•Kitty Joseph
•Tom Raffiald
•Zoffany
•Sam Wilde

EXISTING STORE RESEARCH

Think Different.

Once you have chosen the brand you
will be designing your store based
upon it is vital to research their
existing stores. This enables us to gain
a clear knowledge and understanding
of their branding choices which
include colour pallets, concepts,
materials and product displays.

Which Brand will you choose?...

COLOUR PALLETS
Colours can convey a message that give us an idea of how
the product or company wants to be perceived. They can
entice a certain type of customer and can make us think of
different things.

The Colour Wheel.

Interior Design Considerations in Retail Store Design
• Value of Space. The value of space, depending on the location within
the store, is expressed in sales per square foot of floor space, and sales
per cubic foot of cubic space.
• Space Utilization and Allocation.
• Storage of Stock.
• Customer Traffic Flow.
• Types of Goods.

CUSTOMER FLOW
Customer flow is the movement of customers around a store. Providing
more check-outs increased customer flow, reduced bottlenecks and
improved sales.

Colour pallets which effectively reflect our company
brand.

MOOD BOARD

ONE POINT PERSPECTIVE

A mood board is a visual representation of ideas for a
design project. At its most basic, a mood board is a
collage of images. The purpose of a mood board is to
help explore ideas and figure out the general style,
mood, colours, and overall feel of a room or project
space.

One point perspective is a drawing method that shows how
things appear to get smaller as they get further away,
converging towards a single 'vanishing point' on the horizon
line. It is a way of drawing objects upon a flat piece of paper
(or other drawing surface) so that they look three-dimensional
and realistic.

3D MODEL
MODERN, LIGHTS, NEON, MINIMAL, CITY, URBAN

What is model in interior design?

An architectural model is a 3D representation of a
proposed building design. With an architecture model,
you can see the potential scale and design of a
construction or interior design project.

ORGANIC, NATURAL, WOOD, RUSTIC, COUNTRY

Year 9 PSHCE Term 1 Peer pressure, Gangs, Grooming and
radicalisation.

Quote from Jo Cox MP’s maiden speech to Parliament which
inspired the #MoreInCommon movement after she was killed by a
far right extremist.
“We are far more united and have far more in common with each
other than things that divide us.”

Knife Crime
• 99% of 10-29 year olds do not carry a knife
• A person can get up to 4 years in prison for
possession of a knife, even if it is never used
• People who carry a weapon are more likely to be
hospitalised with a violence-related injury, and in
many cases their own weapon has been used against
them
• Many young people who carry a knife say that they
would prefer not to
Crimestoppers 0800 555 111. www.crimestoppers–
uk.org
National Council for Voluntary Youth Services
www.ncvys.org.uk
NSPCC 0808 800 5000. Email: help@nspcc.org.uk Web:
www.nspcc.org.uk/gangs
ChildLine 0800 1111

Key Term

Definition

Extremism

Vocal or active opposition to commonly held values, particularly British values such
as democracy and the rule of law.

Fundamentalism

The strict following of (often religious) principles.

Echo chamber

A typically online platform where beliefs and views are repeatedly reinforced and
amplified without challenge.

Radicalisation

A process by which s person comes to support terrorism and extremist ideologies

Terrorism

The unlawful use of violence or threat of violence and intimidation to bring about
political, religious or ideological change.

Propaganda

Information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to promote a
political point.

Keyboard warrior

A person who makes aggressive or abusive comments online (that they would not
say in an offline setting).

Peer Pressure

Peer pressure is the direct influence on people by peers, or the effect on an
individual who is encouraged and wants to follow their peers by changing their
attitudes, values or behaviours to conform to those of the influencing group or
individual.

Gang

consisting of at least three people defined as having one or more characteristics
that enable its members to be identified as a group by others.

Grooming

Grooming is when someone builds a relationship, trust and emotional connection
with a child or young person so they can manipulate, exploit and abuse them.
Children and young people who are groomed can be sexually abused, exploited or
trafficked.

County Lines

gangs and organised criminal networks involved in exporting illegal drugs into one
or more importing areas within the UK, using dedicated mobile phone lines or
other form of “deal line”. They are likely to exploit children and vulnerable adults to
move and store the drugs and money and they will often use coercion,
intimidation, violence (including sexual violence) and weapons.”

Some drugs are illegal, or must only be prescribed by a doctor. Some prescription drugs are
misused and taken for recreational use, rather than for medical reasons. They become illegal
under these circumstances.

Drugs, Alcohol and tobacco misuse.
What is a drug?
A drug is “a substance which people take to change the way they feel, think or behave.”
(World Health Organisation).
How does it achieve this?
It is all to do with altering chemical reactions in your body. There are several different ways
in which this can occur:

Illegal drugs are classified from Class A to Class C. Class A drugs are the most dangerous,
with the most serious penalties for possession or dealing. Class C are the least dangerous,
with the lightest penalties, but this does not mean they are safe to use.
The Misuse of Drugs Act (MDA) regulates what are termed controlled drugs.

Class

A
Why do young people try drugs?
We will be looking at the stories of three young people and discussing the effects on them,
their prospects and those around them.

What should I look out for as a
signal that my friend may be
misusing drugs?
Who do I ask for help?
Parents/Carers, Teachers, TA’s,
Support staff, The School Nurse,
Your Doctor, Childline, NSPCC.
Alcohol and tobacco.
Volatile substances including gases (e.g. butane), glues and aerosols.
The whole range of illegal drugs such as cannabis, heroin, ecstasy or cocaine
Medicines such as paracetamol or cough mixture.

B
C

Drugs
cocaine and crack (a form of
cocaine), ecstasy, heroin, LSD,
methadone, methamphetamine
(crystal meth), magic mushrooms
containing ester of psilocin and
any class B drug which is injected
amphetamine (not
methamphetamine), barbiturates,
codeine and cannabis
anabolic steroids, some painkillers
and minor tranquillisers

Possession

Supply

7 years + fine

Life + fine

5 years + fine

14 years +
fine

2 years + fine

14 years +
fine

There are two main Laws regulating the availability of drugs in the UK:
1. The Misuse of Drugs Act,
2. The Medicines Act.

All of these substances are a drugs. So why are some of them legal and
others not?

Alcohol: Fancy a Beer?
These lessons will help give you some facts about alcohol and let you discuss some of
the key issues and so provide you with the knowledge and skills needed to hopefully
make safe and responsible choices.
Alcohol is a DRUG and All drugs affect how your body works. As soon as alcohol enters a
person, their body and brain will be affected. It is a drug that reduces a person’s ability to think
rationally and distorts judgment. A decision you would make sober will often be very different
to a decision you will make drunk.

VULNERABILITY

Alcohol is classed as a depressant, meaning that it
slows down vital functions; resulting in slurred speech,
unsteady movement, disturbed perceptions and an
inability to react quickly.
The brain will begin to be affected after 1 unit of
alcohol.

What is an alcohol unit?

Alcohol is sadly the cause of so
many serious problems in society
that can change people’s lives
forever.
Some of those things are:
 Teenage pregnancy
 Drug use and taking drugs for the
first time.
 Violent and sexual crimes
 People getting criminal records
 Accidents and life changing
injuries
 Approximately 8000 deaths a
year within the UK.

One unit is 10ml or 8g of pure alcohol. Because
alcoholic drinks come in different strengths and sizes,
units are a way to tell how strong your drink is.
It takes an average adult around an hour to process
one unit of alcohol so that there's none left in their
bloodstream, although this varies from person to
person
Almost 65,000 young people every
year need treatment in hospital A&E
departments because of alcohol.
UK teenagers are amongst those
most likely in Europe to report
frequently drinking heavily and
being intoxicated

Being aware of the risks are important but unfortunately many young people will still
drink to an excess before they are legally allowed to.

SO HOW DO YOU KEEP YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS SAFE?
Always tell an adult where you are going and what time you will get there and be
home.
Have someone with you who is not going to drink.
Be aware of how much you are drinking and drink water as well.
Make sure you have eaten
Don’t let others mix you a drink.
Be aware of what a unit of alcohol is.
Make sure your friends know how to contact your family.
Never walk home alone.
Alcohol and underage drinking – the law
If a person is under 18 and drinking alcohol in public, they can be stopped, fined or
arrested by police.
If they’re under 18, it’s against the law:
•For someone to sell you alcohol
•To buy or try to buy alcohol
•For an adult to buy or try to buy alcohol for you
•To drink alcohol in licensed premises (eg a pub or restaurant)
•However if someone is 16 or 17 and accompanied by an adult, they can drink (but not
buy) beer, wine or cider with a meal.
It’s not illegal for a child aged five to 16 to drink alcohol at home or on other private
premises. This does not mean it is recommended. We strongly advise an alcohol-free
childhood, as recommended by the Chief Medical Officers.
It’s illegal to give alcohol to children under 5

Jobs & Aspirations. Supporting GCSE Options Process.

Choices!

Vocabulary for GCSE Option support topic.

Questions we will be investigating over this term.
 Do we limit our own options by our preconceived
perceptions of Gender stereotype?
 Why do people choose the options they choose?
 Do we make choices to please other people?
 Are the opinions of friends a factor when choosing
our options?
 What qualifications do I need for different jobs?
 What are transferable skills.

Choice

An act of choosing between two or more possibilities

Career

An occupation undertaken for a significant period of a
person's life and with opportunities for progress.

Vocation

A strong feeling of suitability for a particular career or
occupation.

Gender specific
roles

Gender roles in society means how we're expected to
act, speak, dress, groom, and conduct ourselves based
upon our assigned sex. For example, girls and women
are generally expected to dress in typically feminine
ways and be polite, accommodating, and nurturing.

Employer

A person or organization that employs people.

Qualifications

A pass of an examination or an official completion of a
course, especially one conferring status as a recognized
practitioner of a profession or activity.

Stereotyping

A widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or
idea of a particular type of person or thing.

Transferable skills

Transferable skills, also known as “portable skills,” are
qualities that can be transferred from one job to
another.

What comes after Year 11?
Why are we looking at this now? If you have a strong feeling about a career
path already then your post 16 options may guide your GCSE choices now. It
is important that you begin to work independently and if this is the case
start to research now. This can be looking on line at what qualifications you
need or what college criteria there is to get a place on a certain course.

If you achieve 5
9-4 grades in
your GCSEs you
will have reached
Level 2
College Prospectus.
Where to get
information about
further education.

There are different levels of
qualification
Most young people will study
between Entry Level and level 3
(although the framework goes up to
level 8)

Choose subjects that you enjoy! If you like it you are
more willing to put the work in.

Transferable skills:
Transferable skills are skills and
abilities that are relevant and helpful
across different areas of life: socially,
professionally and at school. They are
‘portable skills’.
People usually think about their
transferable skills when applying for a
job or when thinking about a career
change. Employers often look for
people who can demonstrate a good
set of transferable skills.
These skills consist of:
 Communication (Written and
Verbal)
 Teamwork
 Leadership
 Personal Motivation
 Organisation
 Time management
 Listening
 Numeracy
 Research and analytical skills.

Year 9 PSHCE Term 2 Intimate Relationships
You will learn about Consent, Safe sex and Sexually transmitted
diseases and the responsibility that comes with being in an intimate
relationship.

The Definition of Consent
Consent is defined as an agreement made by someone
with the freedom and ability to decide something. Under
the law, it is the person seeking consent who is
responsible for ensuring that these conditions are met.
Consent has to be given freely and no one can be made
to consent to something. It’s not consent if someone
does something because they feel they have to.

NO

The Law : Age of Consent
–

The age of consent (the legal age to have sex) in the UK is 16 years old.

–

The laws are there to protect children from abuse or exploitation, rather
than to prosecute under-16s who participate in mutually consenting sexual
activity. Underage sexual activity should always be seen as a possible
indicator of child sexual exploitation.
To help protect younger children the law says anyone under the age of 13
can never legally give consent.

–

This means that anyone who engages in any sexual activity with a child who
is 12 or younger is breaking the law Sexual activity with a child who is
under 13 should always result in a child protection referral. The law gives
extra protection to young people who are over the age of consent but
under 18. It is illegal:

 Appearing
nervous/frightened

–

To take, show or distribute indecent photographs of a child (this is often
called sexting)

 ‘Freezing’ or being
unresponsive

–

to pay for or arrange sexual services of a child

–

for a person in a position of trust (for example teachers or care workers) to
engage in sexual activity with anyone under the age of 18 who is in the care
of their organisation

–

The Sexual Offences Act 2003 applies in England and Wales, with some
sections applying in Northern Ireland and Scotland. It gives more
information about specific offences and the related penalties

Is saying NO the only way
people show that they don’t
give consent?
Some examples could be:
 Stopping kissing
 Pulling away from the
other person
 Not wanting to be
hugged

 Stopping speaking

What can happen to you if consent is not
given to a sexual act?
Possible custodial sentence if found guilty of rape
Sexual assault could lead to a community order,
fine or prison sentence
Having sex without consent and sexual assault
could result in the perpetrator being added to the
Sex Offender Register
Having a criminal record, and/or being put on the
Sex Offender Register will have a major impact
on future life events such as getting work

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Childline
National Domestic Violence Helpline
Survivors UK (BOYS)
The Men’s advice line
Galop (LGBT)
Respect phoneline (for the abusers)
Safeline

•
•
•
•

Parents/Guardians
Student Services
A trusted adult
Mrs Faulkner or Miss Brook (CP)

Who can I talk to if I
need support?

STI = Sexually Transmitted Infection
STD = Sexually Transmitted Disease.
The top 7 STI/STD’s in the UK
Chlamydia
Gonorrhoea
Trichomoniasis
Genital Warts
Genital Herpes
Pubic Lice
Scabies
Syphilis

An STI is any kind of bacterial or viral infection that can be spread through
sexual contact….. This however is not just through penetrative sex.

These lessons are not here to scare you, but just as you wash your
hands and cover you mouths when you cough to prevent making
anyone become ill, so should you be aware of preventing yourself and
others becoming ill from bacteria that is passed on through sexual
activity.
With education you are able to make informed decisions and
therefore protect yourself from infections which if left untreated can
cause serious health complications.
To be sexually active in the future with your partner you also have the
responsibility to keep yourself and your partner safe.
If you have any worries
or concerns you can
speak to a trusted
adult, the school nurse
and there are also
services available at the
Sexual Health Clinic.

School Nurse Drop in
If you need confidential
health advice
Come to reception to see
our new school nurse Rita 0
every Tuesday between
1.15pm and 2pm
No appointments
necessary!

In 2017, there were approximately 420,000 diagnoses of
STIs in England and of those, CHLAMYDIA accounted for
nearly half of them (200,000 diagnosis of chlamydia and over
44,000 diagnoses of gonorrhea).

A large proportion of these STI diagnoses are amongst young
people aged 15 to 24, who account for 63% of chlamydia
diagnoses and 37% of gonorrhea diagnoses.
Latest statistics from Public Health England (PHE) show that a
case of chlamydia or gonorrhea is diagnosed in A YOUNG
PERSON EVERY 4 MINUTES IN ENGLAND.

The best way to prevent contracting an STI/STD is the barrier
method (Condom)
With so many STI’s showing no
symptoms it is also too easy to
assume that you are healthy and
not carrying any infections that you
could pass onto someone else.

Clinic Details
Telephone:
01722 425120
Address:
Central Health Clinic, Avon
Approach, Salisbury, SP1 3SL
Opening Times:
Wednesday 12.30pm - 7.30pm
Friday 2pm - 5pm (Under 25's only)

Opening times for Department
of Sexual Health, Salisbury
District Hospital (GUM)
•Monday: 09:00 - 17:00
•Tuesday: 09:00 - 17:30
•Wednesday: 09:00 - 16:00
•Thursday: 09:00 - 17:30
•Friday: 09:00 - 12:00
•Saturday: CLOSED
•Sunday: CLOSED

http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Sexually-transmitted-infections/Pages/Introduction.aspx

Democracy
What is voting and
why is it important?

4 Main Political Party leaders 2021
Boris Johnson Conservative Leader
(Prime Minister)
Keir Starmer Labour Leader

Key Term

Definition

Parliament

The highest legislature, consisting of the Sovereign, the House of Lords, and the
House of Commons.

House of Commons

The House of Commons is the democratically elected house of the UK Parliament,
responsible for making laws and checking the work of Government

House of Lords

The House of Lords is the second chamber of the UK Parliament. It is independent
from, and complements the work of, the elected House of Commons.
The Lords shares the task of making and shaping laws and checking and challenging
the work of the government.

Legislation

Legislation is a law or a set of laws that have been passed by Parliament. The word is
also used to describe the act of making a new law.

Policies

A 'government policy', therefore describes an objective or course of action planned
by the Government on a particular subject. Policies are usually developed by a
Government Department, for example the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (Defra), in order to achieve their objectives

Constituency

A constituency is the specific geographical area that is represented by each MP in the
House of Commons.
People who live in an MP's constituency are known as their constituents.

MP

A Member of Parliament (MP) is the person elected by all those who live in a
particular area (constituency) to represent them in the House of Commons

Political Parties

The UK has many political parties, some of which are represented in the House of
Commons and the House of Lords.

Ballot

A ballot is a secret vote in which people select a candidate in an election,
or express their opinion about something.

Polling Station

You vote in person at a polling station (usually in a public building, such as a school or
local hall).

Manifesto

A manifesto is a publication issued by a political party before a General Election.
It contains the set of policies that the party stands for and would wish to implement if
elected to govern.

Sir Ed Davey Liberal democrat leader

Nicola Sturgeon Scottish National
party Leader

There are 7 constituencies in Wiltshire.
These are:
1.
Chippenham
2.
Devizes
3.
Swindon North
4.
North Wiltshire
5.
Salisbury
6.
Swindon South
7.
South West Wiltshire

John Philip Glen our MP

Links that will be used in lessons that will be useful to you.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/30880972
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/30880972
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/32206370
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/election-2019-50291676?xtor=CS81000-[Discovery_Cards]-[Multi_Site]-[SL01][PS_NEWS~C~~A_GeneralElection_PolicyGuide]

Internet Safety and the Impacts of Social Media
Ways to support your Mental Health and Wellbeing
•
Exercise, sport and physical activity
•
Eating healthily
•
Getting enough sleep
•
Relaxation techniques
•
Helping others
•
Doing things you enjoy
•
Exploring nature
•
Learning new things
•
Creative expression
•
Spending real time with friends
•
Staying in touch with friends online
•
Doing family activities
•
Doing homework or school projects
•
Seeking support

GOING VIRAL!

We will be listening to a podcast exploring
what it can be like to go viral. You will hear
different people being interviewed on the
positives and negatives and their thoughts
surrounding the fame that comes from social
media.

Key Term

Definition

Social Media

Social media are interactive technologies that allow the creation or sharing/exchange
of information, ideas, interests, and other forms of expression via virtual communities
and networks

Podcast

A digital audio file made available on the internet for downloading to a computer or
mobile device, typically available as a series, new instalments of which can be
received by subscribers automatically.

Youtuber

A person who uploads, produces, or appears in videos on the video-sharing website
YouTube.

Blog

A regularly updated website or web page, typically one run by an individual or small
group, that is written in an informal or conversational style.

Influencer

A person with the ability to influence potential buyers of a product or service by
promoting or recommending the items on social media.

Wellbeing

The state of being comfortable, healthy, or happy.

Mental Health

Mental health is "a state of well-being in which the individual realizes his or her own
abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and
fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to his or her community", according to
the World Health Organization.

https://ste8654511my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/l_guasch_trafalgar_wilts_sch_uk/EfO
NTgQ9-_9Jv6abNj0gjjkBxt4OxvJVBs4Pmy7bCgTv4g

Why do you think so many young people see this as a great career choice?
What do you think the pitfalls are for this type of career?
During the podcast one of the interviewees asked the question are you ready for the responsibility of this role. What do you think these might be?
Do you think our perception of the world is skewed by the online world?

Careerpilot is a free website used across the South of England. Helping students to find out about all of their options. Important for finding out more about jobs
careerpilot.org.uk

and courses & support when making key decisions like choosing GCSE options.
The website can be used to save your choices – you can bookmark pages to come back to later. You can record the jobs that you are interested in etc. in Career Tools
and that creates their report.

Where to start? You start with you!

1.
Register on
Careerpilot
You will begin this work in class,
but you can access Careerpilot
from home, as long as you sign
in, at anytime and it will log all
the things you are looking at for
you to go back to at a later date.

2.
Start with a
subject
3.
Explore
options at 14

4.
Explore your
skills
5.
Explore jobs

You then click on activities for your year
group.

QUALIFICATIONS
Open Doors
We are not expecting you to know what you would like
to have as a career in Year 7. What Career Pilot helps
us to do at this early stage is to start exploring. It helps
us to see what is possible and what goals we may like
to set ourselves to reach those dreams.
You are all individual and very capable, let us help you
towards a life fulfilled.

